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(57) To transmit ultra-high-definition image data with
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ibility on the reception side.

Ultra-high-definition image data with high frame rate
is processed to obtain image data in a base format for
obtaining a high-definition image with base frame rate,
image data in a first extension format for obtaining an
ultra-high-definition image with base frame rate, and im-
age data in a second extension format for obtaining an

ultra-high-definition image with high frame rate. A base
video stream including encoded image data of the image
data in the base format, and two or one extended video
stream including encoded image data of the image data
in the first extension format and encoded image data of
the image data in the second extension format are gen-
erated. A container in a predetermined format including
the base stream and the extended video streams is trans-
mitted.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present technology relates to a transmis-
sion device, a transmission method, a reception device,
and a reception method, and specifically to a transmis-
sion device and the like configured to transmit ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] It is considered that an image service (video
service) for high-definition fixed receivers and an image
service for middle-definition mobile receivers share
streams in order to efficiently use a transmission bit rate
in a reception environment in which a fixed receiver and
a mobile receiver share the same transmission band,
thereby further reducing the total bit rate than in a simul-
cast service in which a service for fixed receivers and a
service for mobile receivers are separately provided. For
example, Patent Document 1 describes that media en-
coding is performed in a scalable manner to generate a
stream of a base layer for low-definition image service
and a stream of an extended layer for high-definition im-
age service, and a broadcast signal including them is
transmitted.
[0003] On the other hand, in a case where smooth and
sharp motions in sports scenes and the like are desired,
a high-frame-rate video service with high shutter speed
and high frame rate is required. In a case where a high-
frame-rate service is provided, it is assumed that a mov-
ing image shot by a high-speed frame shutter of a camera
is converted into a lower-frequency moving image se-
quence to be transmitted. An image by a high-speed
frame shutter has an effect of improving motion blurring
and realizing high-sharpness image quality, but has a
problem of the strobing effect due to not all but only part
of a high-frame-rate video displayed in a case where it
is necessary to be compatible with a conventional nor-
mal-frame-rate receiver. The present applicants have
proposed a technology for converting a material of an
image shot by a high-speed frame shutter and displaying
the converted material at certain image quality or more
in a conventional receiver for normal-frame-rate decod-
ing (see Patent Document 2) .

CITATION LIST

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0004]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application
National Publication (Laid-Open) No. 2008-543142
Patent Document 2: International Publication No.
2015/076277

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] It is an object of the present technology to trans-
mit ultra-high-definition image data with high frame rate
thereby to preferably realize backward compatibility on
the reception side.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS

[0006] A concept of the present technology lies in a
transmission device including:

an image processing unit configured to process ultra-
high-definition image data with high frame rate to
obtain image data in a base format for obtaining a
high-definition image with base frame rate, image
data in a first extension format for obtaining an ultra-
high-definition image with base frame rate, and im-
age data in a second extension format for obtaining
an ultra-high-definition image with high frame rate;
an image encoding unit configured to generate a
base video stream including encoded image data of
the image data in the base format, and two extended
video streams including encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format and encoded
image data of the image data in the second extension
format, respectively, or one extended video stream
including both the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format and the encoded
image data of the image data in the second extension
format; and
a transmission unit configured to transmit a container
in a predetermined format including the base stream
and the two or one extended video stream,
in which the image processing unit performs a first-
ratio mixing processing on the ultra-high-definition
image data with high frame rate in units of two tem-
porally-consecutive pictures to obtain first ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate, performs
a second-ratio mixing processing in units of the two
temporally-consecutive pictures to obtain the image
data in the second extension format, performs a
downscale processing on the first image data to ob-
tain the image data in the base format, and takes a
difference between second ultra-high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate obtained by perform-
ing an upscale processing on the image data in the
base format and the first image data to obtain the
image data in the first extension format.

[0007] According to the present technology, the image
processing unit processes ultra-high-definition image da-
ta with high frame rate to obtain image data in a base
format for obtaining a high-definition image with base
frame rate, image data in a first extension format for ob-
taining an ultra-high-definition image with base frame
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rate, and image data in a second extension format for
obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with high frame
rate.
[0008] Here, the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing the second-ratio mixing
processing on ultra-high-definition image data with high
frame rate in units of two temporally-consecutive pic-
tures. The image data in the base format is obtained by
performing the downscale processing on first ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate obtained by
performing the first-ratio mixing processing in units of the
two temporally-consecutive pictures. Further, the image
data in the first extension format is obtained by taking a
difference between second ultra-high-definition image
data with base frame rate obtained by performing the
upscale processing on the image data in the base format
and the first image data.
[0009] The image encoding unit generates a base vid-
eo stream including encoded image data of the image
data in the base format, and two extended video streams
including encoded image data of the image data in the
first extension format and encoded image data of the
image data in the second extension format, respectively,
or one extended video stream including both the encoded
image data of the image data in the first extension format
and the encoded image of the image data in the second
extension format. The transmission unit then transmits a
container in a predetermined format including the base
stream and the two or one extended video stream.
[0010] According to the present technology, the base
video stream including the encoded image data of the
image data in the base format for obtaining a high-defi-
nition image with base frame rate, and two or one ex-
tended video stream including the encoded image data
of the image data in the first extension format for obtaining
an ultra-high-definition image with base frame rate and
the encoded image data of the image data in the second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with high frame rate are transmitted. Thus, ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate is transmitted
with preferable backward compatibility on the reception
side.
[0011] For example, a receiver having a decode capa-
bility to process high-definition image data with base
frame rate can process only the base video stream and
can display a high-definition image with base frame rate.
Further, for example, a receiver having a decode capa-
bility to process ultra-high-definition image data with base
frame rate can process both the base video stream and
the extended streams and can display an ultra-high-def-
inition image with base frame rate. Further, for example,
a receiver having a decode capability to process ultra-
high-definition image data with high frame rate can proc-
ess both the base video stream and the extended
streams and can display an ultra-high-definition image
with high frame rate.
[0012] Further, according to the present technology,
the image data in the base format is obtained by perform-

ing the downscale processing on the first ultra-high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate obtained by per-
forming the first-ratio mixing processing on ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate in units of two
temporally-consecutive pictures. Thus, the high-defini-
tion image with base frame rate displayed by processing
only the base video stream is restricted in the strobing
effect to be a smooth image.
[0013] Additionally, according to the present technol-
ogy, for example, there maybe further provided an infor-
mation insertion unit configured to insert identification in-
formation indicating being spatially scalable into the en-
coded image data of the image data in the first extension
format and/or a container position corresponding to the
encoded image data. With the inserted identification in-
formation, the reception side can easily recognize that
the image data in the first extension format is for obtaining
ultra-high-definition image data.
[0014] In this case, for example, the information inser-
tion unit may further insert information indicating a spa-
tially-scalable ratio. The reception side can appropriately
perform the spatially-scalable processing by use of the
information indicating a spatially-scalable ratio, thereby
preferably obtaining ultra-high-definition image data.
[0015] Further, according to the present technology,
for example, there maybe further provided an information
insertion unit configured to insert identification informa-
tion indicating being temporally scalable into the encoded
image data of the image data in the second extension
format and/or a container position corresponding to the
encoded image data. With the inserted identification in-
formation, the reception side can easily recognize that
the image data in the second extension format is for ob-
taining image data with high frame rate.
[0016] In this case, for example, the information inser-
tion unit may further insert identification information indi-
cating that the image data in the base format is obtained
by performing the mixing processing. With the inserted
identification information, the reception side can easily
recognize that the image data in the base format is ob-
tained by performing the mixing processing.
[0017] Further, in this case, for example, the informa-
tion insertion unit may further insert ratio information in
the mixing processing (information regarding the first ra-
tio and information regarding the second ratio) . The re-
ception side can appropriately perform the temporally-
scalable processing by use of the ratio information in the
mixing processing, thereby preferably obtaining image
data with high frame rate.
[0018] Further, according to the present technology,
for example, there is further provided a transmission unit
configured to transmit a meta-file having meta-informa-
tion for causing a reception device to obtain the base
video stream and two or one extended video stream, and
information indicating a correspondence of scalability
may be inserted into the meta-file. The reception side
can easily recognize the correspondence of scalability
from the information indicating a correspondence of scal-
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ability inserted into the meta-file, and can obtain and ef-
ficiently process only a required stream or encoded im-
aged data.
[0019] Further, other concept of the present technolo-
gy is a reception device including a reception unit con-
figured to receive a container in a predetermined format
including a base video stream having encoded image
data of image data in a base format for obtaining a high-
definition image with base frame rate, and two extended
video streams having encoded image data of image data
in a first extension format for obtaining ultra-high-defini-
tion image data with base frame rate and encoded image
data of image data in a second extension format for ob-
taining an ultra-high-definition image with high frame
rate, respectively, or one extended video stream having
both the encoded image data of the image data in the
first extension format and the encoded image data of the
image data in the second extension format,
in which the image data in the second extension format
is obtained by performing a second-ratio mixing process-
ing on ultra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate in units of two temporally-consecutive pictures,
the image data in the base format is obtained by perform-
ing a downscale processing on first ultra-high-definition
image data with base frame rate obtained by performing
a first-ratio mixing processing in units of the two tempo-
rally-consecutive pictures,
the image data in the first extension format is obtained
by taking a difference between second ultra-high-defini-
tion image data with base frame rate obtained by per-
forming an upscale processing on the image data in the
base format and the first data, and
the reception device further includes a processing unit
configured to process only the base video stream to ob-
tain high-definition image data with base frame rate or to
process both the base video stream and the extended
video streams to obtain ultra-high-definition image data
with base frame rate or ultra-high-definition image data
with high frame rate.
[0020] According to the present technology, the recep-
tion unit receives a container in a predetermined format
including the base video stream and two or one extended
video stream. The base video stream has the encoded
image data of the image data in the base format for ob-
taining a high-definition image with base frame rate. The
two or one extended video stream has the encoded im-
age data of the image data in the first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate and the encoded image data of the image data
in the second extension format for obtaining an ultra-
high-definition image with high frame rate.
[0021] Here, the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing the second-ratio mixing
processing on ultra-high-definition image data with high
frame rate in units of two temporally-consecutive pic-
tures. The image data in the base format is obtained by
performing the downscale processing on first ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate obtained by

performing the first-ratio mixing processing in units of the
two temporally-consecutive pictures. The image data in
the first extension format is obtained by taking a differ-
ence between second ultra-high-definition image data
with base frame rate obtained by performing the upscale
processing on the image data in the base format and the
first image data.
[0022] The processing unit processes only the base
video stream to obtain high-definition image data with
base frame rate, or processes both the base video stream
and the extended video streams to obtain ultra-high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate or ultra-high-def-
inition image data with high frame rate.
[0023] As described above, according to the present
technology, only the base video stream including the en-
coded image data of the image data in the base format
for obtaining a high-definition image with base frame rate
is processed to obtain high-definition image data with
base frame rate. That is, a receiver having a decode ca-
pability to process high-definition image data with base
frame rate can process only the base video stream and
can display a high-definition image with base frame rate,
thereby realizing backward compatibility.
[0024] Here, the image data in the base format is ob-
tained by performing the downscale processing on the
first ultra-high-definition image data with base frame rate
obtained by performing the first-ratio mixing processing
on ultra-high-definition image data with high frame rate
in units of two temporally-consecutive pictures. Thus, a
high-definition image with base frame rate displayed by
processing only the base video stream is restricted in the
strobing effect to be a smooth image.
[0025] Further, both the base video stream and the ex-
tended video streams are processed to obtain ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate or ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate. That is, a re-
ceiver having a decode capability to process ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate can process
both the base video stream and the extended streams
and can display an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate. Further, a receiver having a decode capability
to process ultra-high-definition image data with high
frame rate can process both the base video stream and
the extended streams and can display an ultra-high-def-
inition image with high frame rate.
[0026] Additionally, according to the present technol-
ogy, for example, information indicating a spatially-scal-
able ratio is inserted into the encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format and/or a container
position corresponding to the encoded image data, and
the processing unit may use the inserted information in-
dicating a spatially-scalable ratio to obtain ultra-high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate. In this case, the
spatially-seal able processing can be appropriately per-
formed, thereby preferably obtaining ultra-high-definition
image data with base frame rate.
[0027] Further, according to the present technology,
for example, information indicating a spatially-scalable
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ratio is inserted into the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format and/or a container po-
sition corresponding to the encoded image data, infor-
mation regarding the first ratio and information regarding
the second ratio are inserted into the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension format
and/or a container position corresponding to the encoded
image data, and the processing unit may use the inserted
information indicating a spatially-scalable ratio as well as
the information regarding the first ratio and the informa-
tion regarding the second ratio to obtain ultra-high-defi-
nition image data with high frame rate. In this case, spa-
tially-scalable and temporally-scalable processings can
be appropriately performed, thereby preferably obtaining
ultra-high-definition image rate with high frame rate.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0028] According to the present technology, it is pos-
sible to transmit ultra-high-definition image data with high
frame rate thereby to preferably realize backward com-
patibility on the reception side. Additionally, the effects
described in the present specification are merely exem-
plary and are not restrictive, and an additional effect may
be obtained.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0029]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary con-
figurations of a MPEG-DASH-based stream distri-
bution system.
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating exemplary relation-
ships among structures arranged in a MPD file in a
hierarchy manner.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of a transmission/reception system ac-
cording to an embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a diagram for explaining a shutter aperture
ratio changing depending on a mix ratio.
Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating an outline of the
processings in a service transmission system and a
service receiver.
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary stream
configuration in transmitting three stream configura-
tions including a base video stream Stb and extend-
ed streams STe1 and STe2.
Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating a DASH/MP4 Track
configuration in transmitting three stream configura-
tions.
Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary config-
uration of a MP4 stream (file) including each Track
data of Track B, Track E1, and Track E2.
Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating exemplary elements
in SPS (VPS).
Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary struc-
ture of video scalability SEI.

Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating contents of main in-
formation in the exemplary structure of video scala-
bility SEI.
Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary struc-
ture of a video scalability information descriptor.
Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary de-
scription of a MPD file in transmitting three stream
configurations.
Fig. 14 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary stream
configuration in transmitting two stream configura-
tions including a base video stream STb and an ex-
tended stream STe.
Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating a DASH/MP4 Track
configuration in transmitting two stream configura-
tions.
Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary con-
figuration of a MP4 stream (file) including each Track
data of Track B and Track EH.
Fig. 17 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary de-
scription of a MPD file in transmitting two stream con-
figurations.
Fig. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of a service transmission system.
Fig. 19 is a diagram schematically illustrating a con-
figuration of a video encoder.
Fig 20 is a diagram illustrating a signal processing
unit configured to perform process 1 and a signal
processing unit configured to perform process 2 in
the video encoder.
Fig. 21 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of the signal processing unit configured
to perform process 1.
Fig. 22 is a diagram schematically illustrating exem-
plary relationships between input data (image data
Va) and output data (image data Vb and Vc) in the
signal processing unit configured to perform process
1.
Fig. 23 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of the signal processing unit configured
to perform process 2.
Fig. 24 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of a service receiver capable of
processing ultra-high-definition moving image data
with high frame rate.
Fig. 25 is a diagram schematically illustrating a con-
figuration of a video decoder.
Fig. 26 is a diagram illustrating a signal processing
unit configured to perform inverse process 1 and a
signal processing unit configured to perform inverse
process 2 in the video decoder.
Fig. 27 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of the signal processing unit configured
to perform inverse process 2.
Fig. 28 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of the signal processing unit configured
to perform inverse process 1.
Fig. 29 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of a service receiver capable of
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processing ultra-high-definition moving image data
with base frame rate.
Fig. 30 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
configuration of a service receiver capable of
processing high-definition moving image data with
base frame rate.
Fig. 31 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary con-
figuration of a transport stream in transmitting three
stream configurations.
Fig. 32 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary con-
figuration of a transport stream in transmitting two
stream configurations.
Fig. 33 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary con-
figuration of a MMT stream in transmitting three
stream configurations.
Fig. 34 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary con-
figuration of a MMT stream in transmitting two stream
configurations.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0030] A mode for carrying out the invention (which will
be denoted as "embodiment" below) will be described
below. Additionally, the description will be made in the
following order.

1. Embodiment
2. Variant

<1. Embodiment>

[Outline of MPEG-DASH-based stream distribution sys-
tem]

[0031] An outline of a MPEG-DASH-based stream dis-
tribution system to which the present technology is ap-
plicable will be first described.
[0032] Fig. 1(a) illustrates an exemplary configuration
of a MPEG-DASH-based stream distribution system
30A. In the exemplary configuration, a media stream and
a MPD file are transmitted via a communication network
transmission path (communication transmission path).
The stream distribution system 30A is configured such
that N service receivers 33-1, 33-2, ···, and 33-N are con-
nected to a DASH stream file server 31 and a DASH MPD
server 32 via a content delivery network (CDN) 34.
[0033] The DASH stream file server 31 generates a
stream segment in DASH specification (which will be de-
noted as "DASH segment" as needed) on the basis of
media data (such as video data, audio data, or subtitles
data) of predetermined contents, and sends a segment
in response to a HTTP request from a service receiver.
The DASH stream file server 31 may be a streaming-
dedicated server, or may be shared with a web server .
[0034] Further, the DASH stream file server 31 trans-
mits a segment of a stream to a request source receiver
via the CDN 34 in response to the request of the segment
of the predetermined stream sent from a service receiver

33 (33-1, 33-2, ···, and 33-N) via the CDN 34. In this case,
the service receiver 33 selects a stream with optimum
rate and makes a request depending on a state of a net-
work environment in which a client is present with refer-
ence to the values of rates described in a media presen-
tation description (MPD) file.
[0035] The DASH MPD server 32 is directed for gen-
erating a MPD file in order to obtain a DASH segment
generated in the DASH stream file server 31. A MPD file
is generated on the basis of contents meta-data from a
content management server (not illustrated) and a seg-
ment address (url) generated in the DASH stream file
server 31. Additionally, the DASH stream file server 31
and the DASH MPD server 32 may be physically the
same.
[0036] An element Representation is utilized per
stream of video, audio, or the like to describe each at-
tribute in the MPD format. For example, the MPD file
describes the respective rates of divided Representation
per multiple video data streams with different rates . The
service receiver 33 can select an optimum stream de-
pending on a state of a network environment in which
the service receiver 33 is present as described above
with reference to the values of the rates.
[0037] Fig. 1(b) illustrates an exemplary configuration
of a MPEG-DASH-based stream distribution system
30B. In the exemplary configuration, a media stream and
a MPD file are transmitted via a RF transmission path
(broadcast transmission path) . The stream distribution
system 30B is configured of a broadcast sending system
36 connected with the DASH stream file server 31 and
the DASH MPD server 32, and M service receivers 35-1,
35-2, ···, and 35-M.
[0038] In the stream distribution system 30B, the
broadcast sending system 36 transmits a stream seg-
ment (DASH segment) in DASH specification generated
in the DASH stream file server 31 and a MPD file gener-
ated in the DASH MPD server 32 on a broadcast wave.
[0039] Fig. 2 illustrates exemplary relationships among
structures arranged in a MPD file in a hierarchy manner.
As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), a plurality of periods delimited
at time intervals is present in media presentation as entire
MPD file. For example, the first period is assumed to start
at 0 seconds, a next period is assumed to start at 100
seconds, and the like.
[0040] As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), a plurality of adapta-
tion sets (AdaptationSet) is present in the periods. Each
adaptation set depends on a difference in media type
such as video or audio, a difference in language at the
same media type, a difference in viewpoint, or the like.
As illustrated in Fig. 2(c), a plurality of representations is
present in an adaptation set. Each representation de-
pends on a stream attribute such as difference in rate.
[0041] As illustrated in Fig. 2(d), representation in-
cludes segmentInfo. An initialization segment and a plu-
rality of media segments each describing information per
segment as further-delimited period are present in seg-
mentInfo as illustrated in Fig. 2(e). Address (url) informa-
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tion and the like for actually obtaining segment data of
video, audio, or the like are present in a media segment.
[0042] Additionally, stream switching can be freely per-
formed among a plurality of representations included in
an adaptation set. Thereby, a stream with optimum rate
can be selected depending on a state of a network envi-
ronment on the reception side, and seamless video dis-
tribution is enabled.

[Exemplary configuration of transmission/reception sys-
tem]

[0043] Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
a transmission/reception system 10 according to an em-
bodiment. The transmission/reception system 10 is con-
figured of a service transmission system 100 and a serv-
ice receiver 200. In the transmission/reception system
10, the service transmission system 100 corresponds to
the DASH stream file server 31 and the DASH MPD serv-
er 32 in the stream distribution system 30A illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). Further, in the transmission/reception system
10, the service transmission system 100 corresponds to
the DASH stream file server 31, the DASH MPD server
32, and the broadcast sending system 36 in the stream
distribution system 30B illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
[0044] Further, in the transmission/reception system
10, the service receiver 200 corresponds to the service
receivers 33 (33-1, 33-2, ···, 33-N) in the stream distribu-
tion system 30A illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Further, in the
transmission/reception system 10, the service receiver
200 corresponds to the service receivers 35 (35-1, 35-2,
···, 35-M) in the stream distribution system 30B illustrated
in Fig. 1(b).
[0045] The service transmission system 100 transmits
DASH/MP4, or MP4 including a MPD file as meta-file and
a media stream (media segment) of video, audio, or the
like via the communication network transmission path
(see Fig. 1(a)) or the RF transmission path (see Fig. 1(b)).
[0046] According to the embodiment, the media
streams are a base video stream and two or one extend-
ed video stream obtained by processing ultra-high-defi-
nition (UHD) image data (moving image data) with high
frame rate (HFR). The ultra-high-definition image data
with high frame rate is 4K/8K image data of 120 fps, for
example.
[0047] The base video stream has encoded image data
of image data in a base format for obtaining a high-def-
inition image with base frame rate (normal frame rate).
The two or one extended video stream has encoded im-
age data of image data in a first extension format for
obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with base frame
rate and encoded image data of image data in a second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with high frame rate.
[0048] Here, the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing a second-ratio mixing
processing on ultra-high-definition image data with high
frame rate in units of two temporally-consecutive pic-

tures. The image data in the base format is obtained by
performing a downscale processing on first ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate obtained by
performing a first-ratio mixing processing in units of the
two temporally-consecutive pictures. The image data in
the first extension format is obtained by taking a differ-
ence between second ultra-high-definition image data
with base frame rate obtained by performing an upscale
processing on the image data in the base format and the
first image data.
[0049] Here, the image data with high frame rate is
assumed as an original image sequence (high-speed
shutter image sequence) as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). In the
Figure, "A" and "B" indicate image data of the first picture
and image data of the second picture in units of two tem-
porally-consecutive pictures, respectively. The shutter
aperture ratio of the original image sequence is 1 (100%).
Though not illustrated, the shutter aperture ratio of the
image sequence of "A" or "B" simply extracted from the
image data with high frame rate is 1/2 (50%).
[0050] To the contrary, as illustrated in Figs. 4(b) to
4(d), the shutter aperture ratio of a mixed image se-
quence obtained by performing a mixing processing in
units of two temporally-consecutive pictures is between
1/2 (50%) and 1 (100%). In the Figures, "C" indicates
image data with base frame rate obtained by performing
the first-ratio mixing processing in units of two pictures,
and "D" indicates high-frame-rate image data of an ex-
tended frame obtained by performing the second-ratio
mixing processing in units of two pictures. Here, the
mixed image sequence of "C" is of interest.
[0051] For example, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b), when a
coefficient α of the first picture is 1 and a coefficient β of
the second picture is 0, the shutter aperture ratio of the
mixed image sequence is 1/2 (50%) . Further, for exam-
ple, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c), when the coefficient α of
the first picture is 3/4 and the coefficient β of the second
picture is 1/4, the shutter aperture ratio of the mixed im-
age sequence is 3/4 (75%). Furthermore, for example,
as illustrated in Fig. 4(d), when the coefficient α of the
first picture is 1/2 and the coefficient β of the second
picture is 1/2, the shutter aperture ratio of the mixed im-
age sequence is 1 (100%).
[0052] Identification information indicating being spa-
tially scalable and information indicating a spatially-scal-
able ratio are inserted into one of or both, both according
to the embodiment, the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format and a container position
corresponding to the encoded image data. According to
the embodiment, a SEI NAL unit having the information
is inserted into the encoded image data (access units)
of the image data in the first extension format, and a
descriptor having the information is inserted into a box
"moof" corresponding to the image data in the first ex-
tension format in MP4. The reception side can easily rec-
ognize that the image data in the first extension format
is spatially scalable, and the spatially-scalable ratio.
[0053] Identification information indicating being tem-
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porally scalable, identification information indicating that
the image data in the base format is obtained by perform-
ing the mixing processing, and information indicating a
mix ratio (the first and second ratios) are inserted into
one of or both, both according to the embodiment, the
encoded image data of the image data in the second
extension format and a container position corresponding
to the encoded image data.
[0054] According to the embodiment, a SEI NAL unit
having the information is inserted into the encoded image
data (access units) of the image data in the second ex-
tension format, and a descriptor having the information
is inserted into the box "moof" corresponding to the image
data in the second extension formation in MP4. The re-
ception side can easily recognize that the image data in
the second extension format is temporally scalable, that
the image data in the base format is obtained by perform-
ing the mixing processing, and the mix ratio (the first and
second ratios).
[0055] Further, according to the embodiment, informa-
tion indicating a correspondence of scalability is inserted
into the MPD file. That is, it is indicated that ultra-high-
definition image data with base frame rate is obtained by
extension using the image data in the first extension for-
mat onto the image data in the base format. Further, it is
indicated that ultra-high-definition image data with high
frame rate is obtained by extension using the image data
in the first and second extension formats onto the image
data in the base format. The reception side can easily
recognize a correspondence of scalability, and can ob-
tain and efficiently process only a required stream or en-
coded image data.
[0056] The service receiver 200 receives the MP4 sent
from the service transmission system 100 via the com-
munication network transmission path (see Fig. 1(a)) or
the RF transmission path (see Fig. 1(b)). In a case where
the service receiver 200 is a receiver having a decode
capability to process high-definition image data with base
frame rate, it processes only the base video stream, ob-
tains high-definition image data with base frame rate, and
reproduces the image.
[0057] Further, in a case where the service receiver
200 is a receiver having a decode capability to process
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame rate, it
processes both the base video stream and the extended
stream, obtains ultra-high-definition image data with
base frame rate, and reproduces the image. Further, in
a case where the service receiver 200 is a receiver having
a decode capability to process ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate, it processes both the base
video stream and the extended stream, obtains ultra-
high-definition image data with high frame rate, and re-
produces the image.
[0058] In a case where the service receiver 200 per-
forms a spatially-scalable processing using the image
data in the first extension format, it uses the information
indicating a spatially-scalable ratio inserted into the en-
coded image data of the image data in the first extension

format or the container position corresponding to the en-
coded image data. Thereby, the service receiver 200 can
appropriately perform the spatially-scalable processing.
[0059] Further, in a case where the service receiver
200 performs a temporally-scalable processing using the
image data in the second extension format, it uses the
information indicating a mix ratio (the first and second
ratios) inserted into the encoded image data of the image
data in the second extension format and the container
position corresponding to the encoded image data.
Thereby, the service receiver 200 can appropriately per-
form the temporally-scalable processing.
[0060] Fig. 5 illustrates an outline of the processings
in the service transmission system 100 and the service
receiver 200. Ultra-high-definition (UHD) image data with
high frame rate (HFR) "HFR/UHD video" is input into the
service transmission system 100. In the service trans-
mission system 100, the encoder 100 processes the im-
age data "HFR/UHD video", and obtains and transmits
a base video stream STb and two extended video
streams STe1 and STe2, or a base video stream STb
and one extended video stream STe.
[0061] Here, the base video stream STb has the en-
coded image data of the image data in the base format
for obtaining a high-definition (HD) image with base
frame rate (LFR) . The extended video stream STe1 has
the encoded image dada of the image data in the first
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition
(UHD) image with base frame rate (LFR) . The extended
video stream STe2 has the encoded image data of the
image data in the second extension format for obtaining
anultra-high-definition (UHD) image with high frame rate
(HFR) . The extended video stream STe has the encoded
image data of the image data in the first extension format
and the encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format.
[0062] In a service receiver 200A having the decode
capability to process ultra-high-definition image data with
high frame rate, a decoder 203A processes the base vid-
eo stream STb and the extended video streams STe1
and STe2, or the base video stream STb and the extend-
ed video stream STe, obtains ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate "HFR/UHD video", and repro-
duces the image.
[0063] Further, in a service receiver 200B having the
decode capability to process ultra-high-definition image
data with base frame rate, a decoder 203B processes
the base video stream STb and the extended video
stream STe1, or the base video stream STb and the ex-
tended video stream STe, obtains ultra-high-definition
image data with base frame rate "LFR/UHD video", and
reproduces the image. Further, in a service receiver
200C having the decode capability to process high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate, a decoder 203C
processes the base video stream STb, obtains high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate "LFR/HD video",
and reproduces the image.
[0064] Fig. 6 illustrates an exemplary stream configu-
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ration in transmitting three stream configurations includ-
ing the base video stream STb and the extended video
streams STe1 and STe2. The illustrated example indi-
cates a case with a high frame rate of 120 Hz. The hor-
izontal axis indicates a picture order of composition
(POC), where the left side indicates an earlier display
time and the right side indicates a later display time. Each
rectangular frame indicates a picture and an arrow indi-
cates an exemplary picture reference relationship in a
predictive encoding processing. For both inter-layer and
intra-layer predictions, a current picture changes per
block, and a direction of prediction and the number of
references are not limited to the illustrated example.
[0065] A sequence of the image data "HD 60Hz Base"
in the base format included in the base video stream STb
with a layering ID (layering_id) of "0" is present at the
lowermost stage. The layer ID (Layer_id) of the image
data "HD 60Hz Base" is "0".
[0066] A sequence of the image data "UHD 60Hz En-
hanced" in the first extension format included in the ex-
tended video stream STe1 with a layering ID (layering_id)
of "1" is present thereon. "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" is scal-
ability in the spatial direction relative to the image data
"HD 60Hz Base". The layer ID (Layer_id) of the image
data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" is "1".
[0067] A sequence of the image data "UHD HFR En-
hanced" in the second extension format included in the
extended video stream STe2 with a layering ID
(layering_id) of "2" is present thereon. "UHD HFR En-
hanced" is scalability in the temporal direction relative to
the image data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced". The layer ID
(Layer_id) of the image data "UHD HFR Enhanced" is "2".
[0068] A high-definition (HD) image (60Hz HD image)
with base frame rate can be reproduced on the basis of
the image data "HD 60Hz Base" in the base format. Fur-
ther, an ultra-high-definition (UHD) image (60Hz UHD
image) with base frame rate can be reproduced on the
basis of the image data "HD 60Hz Base" in the base
format and the image data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" in the
first extension format. Further, an ultra-high-definition
(UHD) image (120Hz UHD image) with high frame rate
can be reproduced on the basis of the image data "HD
60Hz Base" in the base format, the image data "UHD
60Hz Enhanced" in the first extension format, and the
image data "UHD HFR Enhanced" in the second exten-
sion format.
[0069] Fig. 7 illustrates a DASH/MP4 Track configura-
tion in transmitting three stream configurations. In this
case, a Track B corresponding to the base video stream
STb (HD Base stream), a Track E1 corresponding to the
extended video stream (UHD E1 stream), and a Track
E2 corresponding to the extended video stream (UHD
E2 stream) are present.
[0070] Each rectangular frame indicates a picture and
an arrow indicates a correspondence of scalability. That
is, an ultra-high-definition (UHD) image with base frame
rate, or the image data of the 60Hz UHD image is ob-
tained by spatially-scalable extension using the image

data in the first extension format included in the Track
E1 onto the image data in the base format included in
the Track B. Further, an ultra-high-definition (UHD) im-
age with high frame rate, or the image data of the 120Hz
UHD image is obtained by spatially-scalable and tempo-
rally-scalable extensions using the image data in the first
extension format included in the Track E1 and the image
data in the second extension format included in the Track
E2 onto the image data in the base format included in
the Track B.
[0071] Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
a MP4 stream (file) including each Track data of the Track
B, the Track E1, and the Track E2. The illustrated exam-
ple is a case of fragmented MP4. A predetermined
number of movie fragments each configured of the box
"moof" including control information and a box "mdat"
including media data are arranged in the MP4 stream.
Fragmented pieces of Track data are included in the box
"mdat", and thus the control information included in the
box "moof" is control information regarding the pieces.
Additionally, an inter-Track predictive reference relation-
ship, which will not be described in detail, is defined by
arranging packets of NAL type called extractor per ac-
cess unit in a Track.
[0072] The encoded image data (access units) of the
image data in the base format for a predetermined
number of pictures such as 1GOP is arranged in the box
"mdat" in each movie fragment in the MP4 stream "video-
basesubbitstream" corresponding to the Track B. Here,
each access unit is configured of NAL units such as
"VPS", "SPS", "PPS", "PSEI", "SLICE", and "SSEI". Ad-
ditionally, "VPS" and "SPS" are inserted into the head
picture in GOP, for example.
[0073] Fig. 9 (b) illustrates exemplary elements in SPS
(VPS) . The example is that the base video stream STb
(HD Base stream), the extended video stream (UHD E1
stream), and the extended video stream (UHD E2
stream) are configured as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). It is in-
dicated that the value of "general_level_idc" is assumed
at "156" and the entire stream level (complexity in pixel
rate in scalable encoding) of the extended video stream
STe2, the extended video stream STe1, and the base
video stream Stb is "level 5.2". Further, it is indicated that
the value of "general_profile_idc" is assumed at "7" and
the entire streamprofile (type of scalable encoding) is
"Scalable Main 10 Profile".
[0074] Further, "sublayer_level_present_flag[j-1]" is
assumed at "1", the value of "sublayer_level_idc[j-1]" is
assumed at "153," and "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" is as-
sumed at "7". Thereby, it is indicated that the entire
stream level of the extended video stream STe1 and the
base video stream STb is "level 5.1" and it is indicated
that the profile thereof is "Scalable Main 10 Profile".
[0075] Further, "sublayer_level_present_flag[j-2]" is
assumed at "1", the value of "sublayer_level_idc[j-2]" is
assumed at "123", and "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" is as-
sumed at "2". Thereby, it is indicated that the level of the
base video stream STb is "level 4.1" and it is indicated
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that the profile thereof is "Main 10 Profile".
[0076] Returning to Fig. 8, a box "traf" is present in the
box "moof" and a box "tfdt" is present in the box "traf" in
each movie fragment in the MP4 stream "video-basesub-
bitstream" corresponding to the Track B. A decoder time
"baseMediaDecodeTime" of the first access unit after the
box "moof" is described in the box "tfdt".
[0077] Further, the box "tfdt" is present in the box
"moof", a box "sgpd" is present in the box "tfdt", and a
box "tscl" is present in the box "sgpd". Four parameters
"temporalLayerId", "tllevel_idc", "Tlprofile", and "tlCon-
stantFrameRate" are described in the box "tscl". "tempo-
ralLayerId" indicates a temporal ID (temporal_id). "tlCon-
stantFrameRate" is assumed at "1", which indicates that
the frame rate is constant.
[0078] "tllevel_idc" indicates a level of the base video
stream STb, and is matched with the element
"sublayer_level_idc[j-2]" in SPS (VPS). Here,
"tllevel_idc" is assumed at "123". "Tlprofile" indicates a
profile of the base video stream STb, and is matched with
the element "sublayer_profile_idc[j-2]" in SPS (VPS).
Here, "Tlprofile" is assumed at "2".
[0079] The encoded image data (access units) of the
image data in the first extension format for a predeter-
mined number of pictures such as 1GOP is arranged in
the box "mdat" in each movie fragment in the MP4 stream
"video-elsubbitstream" corresponding to the Track E1.
Here, each access unit is configured of NAL units such
as "PPS", "PSEI", "SLICE", and "SSEI".
[0080] The box "traf" is present in the box "moof" and
the box "tfdt" is present in the box "traf" in each movie
fragment in the MP4 stream "video-basesubbitstream"
corresponding to the Track E1. The decode time "base-
MediaDecodeTime" of the first access unit after the box
"moof" is described in the box "tfdt".
[0081] Further, the box "tfdt" is present in the box
"moof", the box "sgpd" is present in the box "tfdt", and
the box "tscl" is present in the box "sgpd". Four param-
eters "temporalLayerId", "tllevel_idc", "Tlprofile", and "tl-
ConstantFrameRate" are described in the box "tscl".
"temporalLayerId" indicates a temporal ID (temporal_id).
"tlConstantFrameRate" is assumed at "1", which indi-
cates that the frame rate is constant.
[0082] "tllevel_idc" indicates an entire stream level of
the extended video stream STe1 and the base video
stream STb, and is matched with the element
"sublayer_level_idc[j-1]" in SPS (VPS) . Here,
"tllevel_idc" is assumed at "153". "Tlprofile" indicates an
entire stream profile of the extended video stream STe1
and the base video stream STb, and is matched with the
element "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" in SPS (VPS). Here,
"Tlprofile" is assumed at "7".
[0083] The encoded image data (access units) of the
image data in the second extension format for a prede-
termined number of pictures such as 1GOP is arranged
in the box "mdat" in each movie fragment in the MP4
stream "video-e1subbitstream" corresponding to the
Track E2. Here, each access unit is configured of NAL

units such as "PPS", "PSEI", "SLICE", and "SSEI".
[0084] The box "traf" is present in the box "moof" and
the box "tfdt" is present in the box "traf" in each movie
fragment in the MP4 stream "video-basesubbitstream"
corresponding to the Track E2. The decode time "base-
MediaDecodeTime" of the first access unit after the box
"moof" is described in the box "tfdt".
[0085] Further, the box "tfdt" is present in the box
"moof", the box "sgpd" is present in the box "tfdt", and
the box "tscl" is present in the box "sgpd". Four param-
eters "temporalLayerId", "tllevel_idc", "Tlprofile", and "tl-
ConstantFrameRate" are described in the box "tscl".
"temporalLayerId" indicates a temporal ID (temporal_id).
"tlConstantFrameRate" is assumed at "1", which indi-
cates that the frame rate is constant.
[0086] "tllevel_idc" indicates an entire stream level of
the extended video stream STe2, the extended video
stream STe1, and the base video stream Stb, and is
matched with the element "general_level_idc" in SPS
(VPS). Here, "tllevel_idc" is assumed at "156". "Tlprofile"
indicates an entire stream profile of the extended video
stream STe2, the extended video stream STe1, and the
base video stream STb, and is matched with the element
"general_profile_idc" in SPS (VPS). Here, "Tlprofile" is
assumed at "7".
[0087] The access units of the image data in the first
extension format for a predetermined number of pictures
are arranged in the box "mdat" in each movie fragment
in the MP4 stream "video-elsubbitstream" corresponding
to the Track E1 as described above. A SEI NAL unit hav-
ing identification information indicating being spatially
scalable and information indicating a spatially-scalable
ratio is inserted into each access unit. According to the
embodiment, newly-defined video scalability SEI
(video_scalability_SEI) is inserted into the part "SEIs" in
the access units (AU).
[0088] Further, the access units of the image data in
the second extension format for a predetermined number
of pictures are arranged in the box "mdat" in each movie
fragment in the MP4 stream "video-elsubbitstream" cor-
responding to the Track E2 as described above. A SEI
NAL unit having identification information indicating be-
ing temporally scalable, identification information indicat-
ing that the image data in the base format is obtained by
performing the mixing processing, and information indi-
cating a mix ratio (the first and second ratios) is inserted
into each access unit. According to the embodiment,
newly-defined video scalability SEI
(video_scalability_SEI) is inserted into the part "SEIs" in
the access units (AU).
[0089] Fig. 10 illustrates an exemplary structure (syn-
tax) of video scalability SEI, and Fig. 11 illustrates con-
tents (semantics) of main information in the exemplary
structure. A 1-bit field in "temporal_scalable_flag" indi-
cates whether a stream is temporally scalable. For ex-
ample, "1" indicates being temporally scalable, and "0"
indicates not being temporally scalable.
[0090] "temporal_scalable_flag" is set at "0" in the vid-
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eo scalability SEI inserted into the access units of the
image data in the first extension format, and indicates
that the stream is not temporally scalable. On the other
hand, "temporal_scalable_flag" is set at "1" in the video
scalability SEI inserted into the access units of the image
data in the second extension format, and indicates that
the stream is temporally scalable.
[0091] A 1-bit field in "spatial_scalable_flag" indicates
whether a stream is spatially scalable. For example, "1"
indicates being spatially scalable, and "0" indicates not
being spatially scalable. "spatial_scalable_flag" is set at
"1" in the video scalability SEI inserted into the access
units of the image data in the first extension format, and
indicates that the stream is spatially scalable. On the oth-
er hand, "spatial_scalable_flag" is set at "0" in the video
scalability SEI inserted into the access units of the image
data in the second extension format, and indicates that
the stream is not spatially scalable.
[0092] When "spatial_scalable_flag" is "1", a 3-bit field
of "scaling_ratio" is present. The field indicates a spatial-
ly-scalable ratio, or an enlargement ratio in a 1D direction
of base and extension. For example, "001" indicates
twice, "010" indicates triple, and "011" indicates fourfold.
For example, when ultra-high-definition (UHD) is 4K def-
inition, "scaling_ratio" is set at "001", and when ultra-high-
definition (UHD) is 8K definition, "scaling_ratio" is set at
"011".
[0093] When "temporal_scalable_flag" is "1", a 1-bit
field of "picture_blending_flag" is present. The field indi-
cates whether the picture mixing processing is performed
on the base stream (image data in the base format). For
example, "1" indicates that the mixing processing is per-
formed, and "0" indicates that the mixing processing is
not performed.
[0094] When "picture_blending_flag" is "1", a field in-
dicating a mix ratio (the first and second ratios), or 3-bit
fields of "blend_coef_alpha_alternatte_picture",
"blend_coef_beta_alternate_picture",
"blend_coef_alpha_current_picture", and
"blend_coef_beta_current_picture" are present. Thefiel-
dof "blend_coef_alpha_alternatte_picture" is a coeffi-
cient (corresponding to a coefficient p described later) to
be multiplied by a picture in the base layer. The field of
"blend_coef_beta_alternate_picture" is a coefficient
(corresponding to a coefficient r described later) to be
multiplied by a current picture (in the extended stream).
The field of "blend_coef_alpha_current_picture" is a co-
efficient (corresponding to a coefficient q described later)
to be multiplied by a picture in the extended layer. The
field of "blend_coef_beta_current_picture" is a coeffi-
cient (corresponding to a coefficient s described later) to
be multiplied by a current picture (in the extended
stream).
[0095] Returning to Fig. 8, identification information in-
dicating being spatially scalable and information indicat-
ing a spatially-scalable ratio are inserted into the box
"moof" in each movie fragment in the MP4 stream "video-
elsubbitstream" corresponding to the Track E1. Accord-

ing to the embodiment, a box "udta" or "lays" is provided
under the box "moof", and a newly-defined syntax of vid-
eo scalability information descriptor
(video_scalability_information_descriptor) is transmit-
ted.
[0096] Further, identification information indicating be-
ing temporally scalable, identification information indicat-
ing that the image data in the base format is obtained by
performing the mixing processing, and information indi-
cating a mix ratio (the first and second ratios) are inserted
into the box "moof" in each movie fragment in the MP4
stream "video-elsubbitstream" corresponding to the
Track E2. According to the embodiment, the box "udta"
or "lays" is provided under the box "moof", and a newly-
defined syntax of video scalability information descriptor
(video_scalability_information_descriptor" is transmit-
ted.
[0097] Fig. 12 illustrates an exemplary structure (syn-
tax) of video scalability information descriptor. Addition-
ally, contents (semantics) of main information in the ex-
emplary structure are similar to those of video scalability
SEI described above, and the description thereof will be
omitted.
[0098] Fig. 13 illustrates an exemplary description of
a MPD file in transmitting three stream configurations
(see Fig. 6). Representations corresponding to the base
video stream STb (HD Base stream), the extended video
stream STe1 (UHD E1 stream), and the extended video
stream STe2 (UHD E2 stream) are present in the MPD
file.
[0099] The descriptions "framerate = "60"", "codecs
= "hev1.A.L123,xx"", and "id = "tag0" are present in the
representation associated with the base video stream
STb (HD Base stream) . "framerate= "60" & L123 with
no dependencyid" indicates a 2K 60P base stream,
and ""A"" indicates a value of 2 meaning "Main 10 Pro-
file". Information indicating level and profile matches with
the elements "sublayer_level_idc[j-
2]" and "sublayer_profile_idc[j-2]" in SPS (VPS).
Additionally, "sublayer_profile_idc[j-2]" = "Main 10
Profile" is assumed, and "sublayer_level_idc[j-
2]" = "level 4.1" = "123" is assumed. Further, a location
destination of the base video stream STb (HD Base
stream) is indicated as "video-
basesubbitstream.mp4" by the
description "<BaseURL>video-basesubbit-
stream.mp4</BaseURL>".
[0100] The descriptions "framerate= "60"", "co-
decs="hev1.B.L153,xx"" "id = "tag1",
and "dependencyid = "tag0"" are present in the repre-
sentation associated with the extended video stream
STe1 (UHD E1 stream) . "Framerate= "60" & L153 with
dependencyid tagged tag0" indicates that the 4K 60P
stream is realized by extension onto the base stream,
and ""B"" indicates a value of 7 meaning "Scalable Main
10 Profile". Information indicating level and profile match-
es with the elements "sublayer_level_idc[j-
1]" and "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" in SPS (VPS).
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Additionally, "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" = "Scalable
Main 10 Profile" is assumed, and "sublayer_level_idc[j-
1]" = "level 5.1" = "153" is assumed. Further, a location
destination of the extended video stream STe1 (UHD E1
stream) is indicated as "video-elsubbitstream.mp4" by
the description "<BaseURL>video-elsubbit-
stream.mp4</BaseURL>".
[0101] The descriptions "framerate= "120"", "co-
decs="hev1.C.L156,xx"", "id = "tag2",
and "dependencyid = "tag0, tag1"" are present in the
presentation associated with the extended video stream
STe2 (UHD E2 stream). "framerate= "120" & L156 with
dependencyid tagged tag0, tag1" indicates that 4K 60P
extension is performed onto the base stream and the
extension component is further added thereto thereby to
realize a 4K 120P stream, and ""C"" indicates a value of
7 meaning "Scalable Main 10 Profile". Information indi-
cating level and profile matches with the
elements "general_level_idc" and "general_profile_idc"
in SPS (VPS).
Additionally, "general_level_idc" = "Scalable Main 10
Profile" is assumed and "general_level_idc" = "level
5.2" = "156" is assumed. Further, a location destination
of the extended video stream STe2 (UHD E2 stream) is
indicated as "video-e2subset.mp4" by the
description "<BaseURL>video-e2subset.mp4</Ba-
seURL>".
[0102] Information indicating a correspondence of
scalability is inserted into the MPD file in this way, and
indicates that spatial scalability and temporal scalability
are realized at the same time.
[0103] Fig. 14 illustrates an exemplary stream config-
uration in transmitting two stream configurations includ-
ing the base video stream STb and the extended stream
STe. The illustrated example indicates a case with a high
frame rate of 120 Hz. The horizontal axis indicates a pic-
ture order of composition (POC), where the left side in-
dicates an earlier display time and the right side indicates
a later display time. Each rectangular frame indicates a
picture and an arrow indicates an exemplary picture ref-
erence relationship in the predictive encoding process-
ing. For both inter-layer and intra-layer predictions, a cur-
rent picture changes per block, and a direction of predic-
tion and the number of references are not limited to the
illustrated example.
[0104] A sequence of the image data "HD 60Hz Base"
in the base format included in the base video stream STb
with a layering ID (layering_id) of "0" is present at the
lowermost stage. The layer ID (Layer_id) of the image
data "HD 60Hz Base" is "0".
[0105] A sequence of the image data "UHD 60Hz En-
hanced" in the first extension format included in the ex-
tended video stream STe with a layering ID (layering_id)
of "1" is present thereon. "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" is scal-
ability in the spatial direction relative to the image data
"HD 60Hz Base". The layer ID (Layer_id) of the image
data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" is "1". Further, the temporal
ID (Temporal_id) of the image data "UHD 60Hz En-

hanced" is assumed at a predetermined threshold TH or
less.
[0106] A sequence of the image data "UHD HFR En-
hanced" in the second extension format included in the
extended video stream STe with a layering ID
(layering_id) of "2" is present thereon. "UHD HFR En-
hanced" is scalability in the temporal direction relative to
the image data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced". The layer ID
(Layer_id) of the image data "UHD HFR Enhanced" is
"1". Further, the temporal ID (Temporal_id) of the image
data "UHD HFR Enhanced" is higher than the predeter-
mined threshold TH.
[0107] As described above, the temporal ID of the im-
age data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" is assumed at the
threshold TH or less while the temporal ID of the image
data "UHD HFR Enhanced" is higher than the threshold
TH. Thereby, the image data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" and
the image data "UHD HFR Enhanced" can be discrimi-
nated depending on whether the temporal ID is the
threshold TH or less.
[0108] A high-definition (HD) image (60Hz HD image)
with base frame rate can be reproduced on the basis of
the image data "HD 60Hz Base" in the base format. Fur-
ther, an ultra-high-definition (UHD) image (60Hz UHD
image) with base frame rate can be reproduced on the
basis of the image data "HD 60Hz Base" in the base
format and the image data "UHD 60Hz Enhanced" in the
first extension format. Further, an ultra-high-definition
(UHD) image (120Hz UHD image) with high frame rate
can be reproduced on the basis of the image data "HD
60Hz Base" in the base format, the image data "UHD
60Hz Enhanced" in the first extension format, and the
image data "UHD HFR Enhanced" in the second exten-
sion format.
[0109] Fig. 15 illustrates a DASH/MP4 Track configu-
ration in transmitting two stream configurations. In this
case, the Track B corresponding to the base video stream
STb (HD Base stream) and a Track EH corresponding
to the extended video stream (UHD EH stream) are
present.
[0110] Each rectangular frame indicates a picture and
an arrow indicates a correspondence of scalability. That
is, image data of an ultra-high-definition (UHD) image
with base frame rate or a 60Hz UHD image is obtained
by spatially-scalable extension using the image data in
the first extension format included in the Track EH onto
the image data in the base format included in the Track
B. Further, image data of an ultra-high-definition (UHD)
image with high frame rate or a 120Hz UHD image is
obtained by spatially scalable and temporally-scalable
extensions using the image data in the first and second
extension formats included in the Track EH onto the im-
age data in the base format included in the Track B.
[0111] Fig. 16 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
a MP4 stream (file) including each Track data of the Track
B and the Track EH. The illustrated example is a case of
fragmented MP4. A predetermined number of movie frag-
ments each configured of the box "moof" including control
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information and the box "mdat" including media data are
arranged in the MP4 stream. Fragmented pieces of Track
data are in the box "mdat", and thus the control informa-
tion included in the box "moof" is control information re-
garding the pieces. Additionally, an inter-track predictive
reference relationship, which will not be described in de-
tail, is defined by arranging packets of NAL type called
extractor per access unit in a Track.
[0112] The encoded image data (access units) of the
image data in the base format for a predetermined
number of pictures such as 1GOP is arranged in the box
"mdat" in each movie fragment in the MP4 stream "video-
basesubbitstream" corresponding to the Track B. Here,
each access unit is configured of NAL units such as
"VPS", "SPS", "PPS", "PSEI", "SLICE", and "SSEI". Ad-
ditionally, "VPS" and "SPS" are inserted into the head
picture of GOP, for example.
[0113] The box "traf" is present in the box "moof" and
the box "tfdt" is present in the box "traf" in each movie
fragment in the MP4 stream "video-basesubbitstream"
corresponding to the Track B. The decode time "base-
MediaDecodeTime" of the first access unit after the box
"moof" is described in the box "tfdt".
[0114] Further, the box "tfdt" is present in the box
"moof", the box "sgpd" is present in the box "tfdt", and
the box "tscl" is present in the box "sgpd". Four param-
eters "temporalLayerId", "tllevel_idc", "Tlprofile", and "tl-
ConstantFrameRate" are described in the box "tscl".
"temporalLayerId" indicates a temporal ID (temporal_id).
"tlConstantFrameRate" is assumed at "1", which indi-
cates that the frame rate is constant.
[0115] "tllevel_idc" indicates a level of the base video
stream STb, and is matched with the element
"sublayer_level_idc[j-2]" in SPS (VPS). Here,
"tllevel_idc" is assumed at "123". "TLprofile" indicates a
profile of the base video stream STb, and is matched with
the element "sublayer_profile_idc[j-2]" in SPS (VPS).
Here, "Tlprofile" is assumed at "2".
[0116] The encoded image data (access units) of the
image data in the first extension format or the encoded
image data (access units) of the image data in the second
extension format for a predetermined number of pictures
such as 1GOP is arranged in the box "mdat" in each
movie fragment in the MP4 stream "video-elsubbit-
stream" corresponding to the Track EH. Here, each ac-
cess unit is configured of NAL units such as "PPS",
"PSEI", "SLICE", and "SSEI".
[0117] The box "traf" is present in the box "moof" and
the box "tfdt" is present in the box "traf" in each movie
fragment in the MP4 stream "video-basesubbitstream"
corresponding to the Track EH. The decode time "base-
MediaDecodeTime" of the first access unit after the box
"moof" is described in the box "tfdt".
[0118] Further, the box "tfdt" is present in the box
"moof", the box "sgpd" is present in the box "tfdt", and
the box "tscl" is present in the box "sgpd". Four param-
eters "temporalLayerID", "tllevel_idc", "Tlprofile", and "tl-
ConstantFrameRate" are described in the box "tscl".

"temporalLayerId" indicates a temporal ID (temporal_id).
"tlConstantFrameRate" is assumed at "1", which indi-
cates that the frame rate is constant.
[0119] "tllevel_idc" indicates an entire stream level of
the first extended video stream (configured of the access
units of the image data in the first extension format) and
the base video stream STb in the box "moof" in each
movie fragment corresponding to the image data in the
first extension format, and is matched with the element
"sublayer_level_idc[j-1]" in SPS (VPS). Here,
"tllevel_idc" is assumed at "153". "Tlprofile" indicates an
entire stream profile of the first extended video stream
and the base video stream STb, and is matched with the
element "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" in SPS (VPS) . Here,
"Tlprofile" is assumed at "7".
[0120] Further, "tllevel_idc" indicates an entire stream
level of the extended video stream STe and the base
video stream STb in the box "moof" in each movie frag-
ment corresponding to the image data in the second ex-
tension format, and is matched with the element
"general_level_idc" in SPS (VPS). Here, "tllevel_idc" is
assumed at "156". "Tlprofile" indicates an entire stream
profile of the extended video stream STe and the base
video stream STb, and is matched with the element
"general_profile_idc" in SPS (VPS). Here, "Tlprofile" is
assumed at "7".
[0121] The access units of the image data in the first
extension format or the access units of the image data
in the first extension format for a predetermined number
of pictures are arranged in the box "mdat" in each movie
fragment in the MP4 stream (video-
e1subbitstream" corresponding to the Track EH as de-
scribed above.
[0122] A SEI NAL unit having identification information
indicating being spatially scalable and information indi-
cating a spatially-scalable ratio is inserted into each ac-
cess unit of the image data in the first extension format.
Further, a SEI NAL unit having identification information
indicating being temporally scalable, identification infor-
mation indicating that the image data in the base format
is obtained by performing the mixing processing, and in-
formation indicating a mix ratio (the first and second ra-
tios) is inserted into each access unit of the image data
in the second extension format. According to the embod-
iment, newly-defined video scalability SEI (see Fig. 10)
is inserted into the part "SEIs" in the access units (AU).
[0123] Further, identification information indicating be-
ing spatially scalable and information indicating a spa-
tially-scalable ratio are inserted into the box "moof" cor-
responding to "mdat" having the access units of the im-
age data in the first extension format in the MP4 stream
"video-elsubbitstream" corresponding to the Track EH.
[0124] Further, identification information indicating be-
ing temporally scalable, identification information indicat-
ing that the image data in the base format is obtained by
performing the mixing processing, and information indi-
cating a mix ratio (the first and second ratios) are inserted
into the box "moof" corresponding to "mdat" having the
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access units of the image data in the second extension
format in the MP4 stream (video-
e1subbitstream" corresponding to the Track EH.
[0125] According to the embodiment, the box "udta" or
"lays" is provided under the box "moof", and a newly-
defined syntax of video scalability information descriptor
(see Fig. 12) is transmitted.
[0126] Fig. 17 illustrates an exemplary description of
the MPD file in transmitting two stream configurations
(see Fig. 14) . The representations corresponding to the
base video stream STb (HD Base stream) and the ex-
tended video stream STe (UHD EH stream) are present
in the MPD file. Further, subrepresentation correspond-
ing to the first extended video stream (configured of the
access units of the image data in the first extension for-
mat) and subrepresentation corresponding to the second
extended video stream (configured of the access units
of the image data in the second extension format) are
present in the representation of the extended video
stream STe.
[0127] The descriptions "framerate = "60"", "codecs
= "hev1.A.L123,xx"", and "id = "tag0" are present in the
representation associated with the base video stream
STb (HD Base stream). "framerate= "60" & L123 with no
dependencyid" indicates a 2K 60P base stream,
and ""A"" indicates a value of 2 meaning "Main 10 Pro-
file". Information indicating level and profile matches with
the elements "sublayer_level_idc[j-
2]" and "sublayer_profile_idc[j-2]" in SPS (VPS).
Additionally, "sublayer_profile_idc[j-2]" = "Main 10
Profile" is assumed, and "sublayer_level_idc[j-
2]" = "level 4.1" = "123" is assumed. Further, a location
destination of the base video stream STb (HD Base
stream) is indicated as "video-
basesubbitstream.mp4" by the
description "<BaseURL>video-basesubbit-
stream.mp4</BaseURL>".
[0128] The descriptions "framerate= "60"", "co-
decs="hev1.B.L153,xx"", "id = "tag1",
and "dependencyid = "tag0"" are present in the repre-
sentation associated with the first extended video
stream. "Framerate= "60" & L153 with dependencyid
tagged tag0" indicates that a 4K 60P stream is realized
by extension onto the base stream, and ""B"" indicates
a value of 7 meaning "Scalable Main 10 Profile". Infor-
mation indicating level and profile matches with the
elements "sublayer_level_idc[j-
1]" and "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" in SPS (VPS).
Additionally, "sublayer_profile_idc[j-1]" = "Scalable
Main 10 Profile" is assumed and "sublayer_level_idc[j-
1]" = "level 5.1" = "153" is assumed.
[0129] The descriptions "framerate= "120"", "co-
decs="hev1.C.L156,xx"", "id = "tag2",
and "dependencyid = "tag0, tag1"" are preset in the rep-
resentation associated with the second extended video
stream. "framerate= "120" & L156 with dependencyid
tagged tag0, tag1" indicates that 4K 60P extension is per-
formed onto the base stream and the extension compo-

nent is further added thereto thereby to realize a 4K 120P
stream, and ""C"" indicates a value of 7
meaning "Scalable Main 10 Profile". Information indicat-
ing level and profile matches with the
elements "general_level_idc" and "general_profile_idc"
in SPS (VPS).
Additionally, "general_level_idc" = "Scalable Main 10
Profile" is assumed and "general_level_idc" = "level
5.2" = "156" is assumed.
[0130] Further, a location destination of the extended
video stream STe (UHD EH stream) is indicated as "vid-
eo-enhancedsubstream.mp4" by the description "<Ba-
seURL>video-enhancedsubstream.mp4</BaseURL>"
in the representation associated with the extended video
stream STe (UHD EH stream).
[0131] Information indicating a correspondence of
scalability is inserted into the MPD file in this way, and
indicates that spatial scalability and temporal scalability
are realized at the same time.

[Exemplary configuration of service transmission sys-
tem]

[0132] Fig. 18 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the service transmission system 100. The service trans-
mission system 100 includes a control unit 101, a video
encoder 102, a container encoder 103, and a transmis-
sion unit 104.
[0133] The control unit 101 includes a central process-
ing unit (CPU) and controls the operations of each unit
in the service transmission system 100 on the basis of a
control program. The video encoder 102 inputs ultra-
high-definition (UHD) image data Va with high frame rate
(HFR) and outputs the base video stream STb and the
extended video streams STe1 and STe2, or the base
video stream STb and the extended video stream STe.
[0134] Fig. 19 schematically illustrates a configuration
of the video encoder 102. The video encoder 102 is con-
figured of a signal processing unit 102a configured to
perform process 1, a signal processing unit 102b config-
ured to perform process 2, and an encoding processing
unit 102c configured to perform a general encoding
processing.
[0135] Fig. 20 illustrates the signal processing unit
102a and the signal processing unit 102b in the video
encoder 102. The illustrated example indicates a case
with a high frame rate of 120 Hz. The signal processing
unit 102a processes the ultra-high-definition image data
Va (120HzUHD) with high frame rate thereby to obtain
ultra-high-definition image data Vb (UHD 60Hz Base)
with base frame rate and image data Vc (UHD HFR En-
hanced) to be image data ES2 in the second extension
format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
high frame rate.
[0136] The signal processing unit 102b processes the
image data Vb (UHD 60Hz Base) thereby to obtain image
data Vd (HD 60Hz Base) to be image data BS in the base
format for obtaining a high-definition image with base
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frame rate and to obtain image data Ve (UHD 60Hz En-
hanced) to be image data ES1 in the first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate.
[0137] Fig. 21(a) illustrates an exemplary configuration
of the signal processing unit 102a. The signal processing
unit 102a includes a delay circuit 111 configured to delay
by one frame of 120 fps, a calculation circuit 112, and a
latch circuit 113 configured to latch by a latch pulse of 60
Hz. Further, the calculation circuit 112 includes coeffi-
cient multiplication units 112a, 112b, 112c, and 112d and
addition units 112e and 112f.
[0138] The coefficient multiplication units 112a and
112b and the addition unit 112e are used to perform the
first-ratio mixing processing in units of two temporally-
consecutive pictures. The coefficient p is multiplied in the
coefficient multiplication unit 112a and the coefficient q
is multiplied in the coefficient multiplication unit 112b. Ad-
ditionally, p = 0 to 1 and q = 1 - p are assumed. Further,
the coefficient multiplication units 112c and 112d and the
addition unit 112f are used to perform the second-ratio
mixing processing in units of two temporally-consecutive
pictures. The coefficient r is multiplied in the coefficient
multiplication unit 112c and the coefficient s is multiplied
in the coefficient multiplication unit 112d. Additionally r =
0 to 1 and s = 1 - r are assumed.
[0139] The ultra-high-definition image data Va (120Hz
UHD) with high frame rate is delayed by one frame in the
delay circuit 111 and then input into the coefficient mul-
tiplication units 112a and 112c configuring the calculation
circuit 112. Further, the image data Va is input into the
coefficient multiplication units 112b and 112d configuring
the calculation circuit 112 as it is. The outputs of the co-
efficient multiplication units 112a and 112b are input into
and added in the addition unit 112e. Further, the outputs
of the coefficient multiplication units 112c and 112d are
input into and added in the addition unit 112f.
[0140] Here, assuming image data A and B of two tem-
porally-consecutive pictures of image data P, mix output
of C (= p*A + q*B) is obtained as output of the addition
unit 112e and mix output of D (= r*A + s*B) is obtained
as output of the addition unit 112f when the output of the
delay circuit 111 is A. Fig. 21(b) indicates the calculation
for the mixing processing in the calculation circuit 112 in
a mathematical equation.
[0141] The outputs of the addition units 112e and 112f
in the calculation circuit 112 are input into the latch circuit
113. The outputs of the addition units 112e and 112f in
the calculation circuit 112 are latched by a latch pulse of
60 Hz in the latch circuit 113 thereby to obtain the ultra-
high-definition image data Vb (UHD 60Hz Base) with
base frame rate and the image data Vc (UHD HFR En-
hanced) to be the image data ES2 in the second exten-
sion format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image
with high frame rate.
[0142] Here, the image data Vb is obtained by perform-
ing the first-ratio mixing processing on the image data
Va in units of two temporally-consecutive pictures. Fur-

ther, the image data Vb is obtained by performing the
second-ratio mixing processing on the image data Va in
units of two temporally-consecutive pictures.
[0143] Fig. 22 schematically illustrates exemplary re-
lationships between input data (image data Va) in the
signal processing unit 102a and output data (image data
Vb and Vc) in the signal processing unit 102a. Fig. 22(a)
illustrates the image data Va, Fig. 22(b) illustrates the
image data Vb, and Fig. 22 (c) illustrates the image data
Vc. Image data F1’, F3’, F5’, ··· of respective pictures of
the 60 fps image data Vb and image data F2’, F4’, F6’,
··· of respective pictures of the 60 fps image data Vc are
obtained corresponding to the image data F1, F2, F3,
F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, ··· of respective pictures of the 120
fps image data Va.
[0144] Fig. 23 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the signal processing unit 102b. The signal processing
unit 102b includes a downscale circuit 121, an upscale
circuit 122, and a calculation circuit 123. The ultra-high-
definition image data Vb (UHD 60Hz Base) with base
frame rate is input into the downscale circuit 121. The
downscale circuit 121 performs a downscale processing
on the image data Vb from ultra-high-definition to high-
definition thereby to obtain the image data Vd (HD 60Hz
Base) to be the image data BS in the base format.
[0145] Further, the image data Vd obtained in the
downscale circuit 121 is input into the upscale circuit 122.
The upscale circuit 122 performs an upscale processing
on the image data Vd from high-definition to ultra-high-
definition thereby to obtain ultra-high-definition image da-
ta with base frame rate. The image data is assumed to
have the same definition as the image data Vb, but is
obtained by performing the downscale processing and
then the upscale processing on the image data Vb, and
does not reproduce the information lost in the downscale
processing.
[0146] The image data Vb and the image data obtained
in the upscale circuit 122 are input into the calculation
circuit 123. The calculation circuit 123 takes a difference
between two items of image data, and obtains the image
data Ve (UHD 60Hz Enhanced) to be the image data ES1
in the first extension format.
[0147] Returning to Fig. 18, the video encoder 102 in-
serts the newly-defined video scalability SEI (see Fig.
10) into the part "SEIs" in the access units (AU) of the
image data ES1 and ES2 in the first and second exten-
sion formats.
[0148] Thereby, identification information indicating
being spatially scalable and information indicating a spa-
tially-scalable ratio are inserted into each access unit of
the image data ES1 in the first extension format. Further,
identification information indicating being temporally
scalable, identification information indicating that the im-
age data in the base format is obtained by performing
the mixing processing, and information indicating a mix
ratio (the first and second ratios) are inserted into each
access unit of the image data ES2 in the second exten-
sion format.
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[0149] The container encoder 103 generates a con-
tainer including the base video stream STb and the ex-
tended video streams STe1 and STe2 or the base video
stream STb and the extended video stream STe obtained
in the video encoder 102, or MP4 (see Fig. 8 and Fig.
16) here as a distribution stream STM.
[0150] At this time, the container encoder 103 provides
the box "udta" or "lays" under the box "moof" in the MP4
stream corresponding to the extended video streams
STe1 and STe2 or the extended video stream STe, and
inserts the video scalability information descriptor (see
Fig. 12).
[0151] Thereby, identification information indicating
being spatially scalable and information indicating a spa-
tially-scalable ratio are inserted into the box "moof" cor-
responding to the box "mdat" having the access units of
the image data ES1 in the first extension format. Further,
identification information indicating being temporally
scalable, identification information indicating that the im-
age data in the base format is obtained by performing
the mixing processing, and information indicating a mix
ratio (the first and second ratios) are inserted into the box
"moof" corresponding to the box "mdat" having the ac-
cess units of the image data ES2 in the second extension
format.
[0152] The transmission unit 104 transmits the distri-
bution stream STM of MP4 obtained in the container en-
coder 103 to the service receiver 200 on a broadcast
wave or an Internet packet.
[0153] The operations of the service transmission sys-
tem 100 illustrated in Fig. 18 will be briefly described.
The ultra-high-definition (UHD) image data Va with high
frame rate (HFR) is input into the video encoder 102. The
video encoder 102 processes the image data Va thereby
to obtain the base video stream STb and the extended
video streams STe1 and STe2 or the base video stream
STb and the extended video stream STe.
[0154] Here, the base video stream STb includes the
access units of the image data BS in the base format for
obtaining a high-definition image with base frame rate.
The extended video stream STe1 includes the access
units of the image data ES1 in the first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate. The extended video stream STe2 includes
the access units of the image data ES2 in the second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with base frame rate. Further, the extended video
stream STe includes the access units of the image data
ES1 and ES2 in the first and second extension formats.
[0155] The video encoder 102 inserts the video scal-
ability SEI (see Fig. 10) into the part "SEIs" in the access
units (AU) of the image data ES1 and ES2 in the first and
second extension formats. Thereby, identification infor-
mation indicating being spatially scalable and information
indicating a spatially-scalable ratio are inserted into each
access unit of the image data ES1. Further, identification
information indicating being temporally scalable, identi-
fication information indicating that the image data in the

base format is obtained by performing the mixing
processing, and information indicating a mix ratio (the
first and second ratios) are inserted into each access unit
of the image data ES2.
[0156] The base video stream STb and the extended
video streams STe1 and STe2 or the base video stream
STb and the extended video stream STe obtained in the
video encoder 102 are supplied to the container encoder
103. The container encoder 103 generates MP4 (see Fig.
8 and Fig. 16) including the base video stream STb and
the extended video streams STe1 and STe2 or the base
video stream STb and the extended stream STe as a
distribution stream STM.
[0157] At this time, the container encoder 103 provides
the box "udta" or "lays" under the box "moof" in the MP4
stream corresponding to the extended video streams
STe1 and STe2 or the extended video stream STe, and
inserts the video scalability information descriptor (see
Fig. 12).
[0158] Thereby, identification information indicating
being spatially scalable and information indicating a spa-
tially-scalable ratio are inserted into the box "moof" cor-
responding to the box "mdat" having the access units of
the image data ES1. Further, identification information
indicating being temporally scalable, identification infor-
mation indicating that the image data in the base format
is obtained by performing the mixing processing, and in-
formation indicating a mix ratio (the first and second ra-
tios) are inserted into the box "moof" corresponding to
the box "mdat" having the access units of the image data
ES2.
[0159] The distribution stream STM generated in the
container encoder 103 is supplied to the transmission
unit 104. The transmission unit 104 transmits the distri-
bution stream STM of MP4 to the service receiver 200
on a broadcast wave or an Internet packet.

[Exemplary configuration of service receiver]

[0160] Fig. 24 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the service receiver 200A capable of processing ultra-
high-definition moving image data with high frame rate.
The service receiver 200A includes a control unit 201, a
reception unit 202, a container decoder 203, and a video
decoder 204.
[0161] The control unit 201 includes a central process-
ing unit (CPU), and controls the operations of each unit
in the service receiver 200A on the basis of a control
program. The reception unit 202 receives the distribution
stream STM of MP4 sent on a broadcast wave or an
Internet packet from the service transmission system
100.
[0162] The container decoder 203 extracts the base
video stream STb and the extended video streams STe1
and STe2 or the base video stream STb and the extended
video stream STe from MP4. As described above, the
base video stream STb includes the access units of the
image data BS in the base format for obtaining a high-
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definition image with base frame rate.
[0163] Further, the extended video stream STe1 in-
cludes the access units of the image data ES1 in the first
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with base frame rate. The extended video stream
STe2 includes the access units of the image data ES2
in the second extension formation for obtaining an ultra-
high-definition image with high frame rate. Further, the
extended video stream STe includes the access units of
the image data ES1 and ES2 in the first and second ex-
tension formats.
[0164] Further, the container decoder 203 extracts me-
ta-information from MP4 and sends it to the control unit
201. The meta-information includes the video scalability
information descriptor (see Fig. 12) inserted into the box
"udta" or "lays provided under the box "moof" in the MP4
stream corresponding to the extended video streams
STe1 and STe2 or the extended video stream STe.
[0165] The control unit 201 recognizes that extension
by the image data ES1 in the first extension format is
spatially scalable, the spatially-scalable ratio, and the like
from the video scalability information descriptor. Further,
the control unit 201 recognizes that extension by the im-
age data ES2 in the second extension format is tempo-
rally scalable, that the image data BS in the base format
is obtained by performing the mixing processing, the mix
ratio (the first and second ratios), and the like from the
video scalability information descriptor.
[0166] The video decoder 204 processes the base vid-
eo stream STb and the extended video streams STe1
and STe2 or the base video stream STb and the extended
video stream STe extracted in the container decoder 203
thereby to obtain ultra-high-definition (UHD) image data
Va’ with high frame rate (HFR).
[0167] Here, the video decoder 204 extracts the pa-
rameter set or SEI inserted into the access units config-
uring each video stream, and sends it to the control unit
201. SEI includes the video scalability SEI (see Fig. 10)
inserted into the access units (AU) of the image data ES1
and ES2 in the first and second extension formats.
[0168] The control unit 201 recognizes that extension
by the image data ES1 in the first extension format is
spatially scalable, the spatially-scalable ratio, and the like
from the video scalability SEI. Further, the control unit
201 recognizes that extension by the image data ES2 in
the second extension format is temporally scalable, that
the image data BS in the base format is obtained by per-
forming the mixing processing, the mix ratio (the first and
second ratios), and the like from the video scalability SEI.
[0169] Fig. 25 schematically illustrates a configuration
of the video decoder 204. The video decoder 204 is con-
figured of a signal processing unit 204a configured to
perform inverse process 1, a signal processing unit 204b
configured to perform inverse process 2, and a decoding
processing unit 204c configured to perform a general de-
coding processing. Here, the processing of inverse proc-
ess 1 is reverse to the processing of process 1 performed
in the signal processing unit 102a in the video encoder

102. Similarly, the processing of inverse process 2 is re-
verse to the processing of process 2 performed in the
signal processing unit 102b in the video encoder 102.
[0170] Fig. 26 illustrates the signal processing unit
204a and the signal processing unit 204b in the video
decoder 204. The illustrated example indicates a case
with a high frame rate of 120 Hz. The signal processing
unit 204b processes image data Vd’ (HD 60Hz Base) as
image data BS’ in the base format and image data Ve’
(UHD 60Hz Enhanced) as image data ES1’ in the first
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with base frame rate thereby to obtain ultra-high-
definition image data Vb’ (UHD 60Hz Base) with base
frame rate.
[0171] The signal processing unit 204a processes the
image data Vb’ (UHD 60Hz Base) and image data Vc’
(UHD HFR Enhanced) as image data ES2’ in the second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with high frame rate thereby to obtain the ultra-high-
definition image data Va’ (120Hz UHD) with high frame
rate.
[0172] Fig. 27 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the signal processing unit 204b. The signal processing
unit 204b includes an upscale circuit 211 and a calcula-
tion circuit 212. The image data Vd’ (HD 60Hz Base) as
the image data BS’ in the base format is input into the
upscale circuit 211. The upscale circuit 211 performs an
upscale processing on the image data Vd’ from high-
definition to ultra-high-definition thereby to obtain ultra-
high-definition image data with base frame rate. Here,
the upscale circuit 211 performs an appropriate upscale
processing by use of the information indicating a spatial-
ly-scalable ratio inserted into the video scalability SEI
(see Fig. 10) or the video scalability information descrip-
tor (see Fig. 12) as described above.
[0173] The image data Ve’ (UHD 60Hz Enhanced) as
the image data ES1’ in the first extension format and the
image data obtained in the upscale circuit 211 are input
into the calculation circuit 212. The calculation circuit 212
adds the two items of image data thereby to obtain the
ultra-high-definition image data Vb’ (UHD 60Hz Base)
with base frame rate.
[0174] Fig. 28 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the signal processing unit 204a. The signal processing
unit 204a includes a calculation circuit 241 and a switch
circuit 242. Further, the calculation circuit 241 includes
coefficient multiplication units 241a, 241b, 241c, and
241d and addition units 241e and 241f. The calculation
circuit 241 performs a reverse processing to the mixing
processing (reverse mixing processing) in the calculation
circuit 112 in the signal processing unit 102a in Fig. 21(a).
[0175] The coefficient multiplication units 241a and
241b and the addition unit 241e are used for obtaining
image data of the first picture in units of the two tempo-
rally-consecutive pictures from the image data Vb’ and
the image data Vc’. A coefficient u is multiplied in the
coefficient multiplication unit 241a, and a coefficient v is
multiplied in the coefficient multiplication unit 241b. Fur-
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ther, the coefficient multiplication units 241c and 241d
and the addition unit 241f are used for obtaining image
data of the second picture in units of the two temporally-
consecutive pictures from the image data Vb’ and the
image data Vc’. A coefficient w is multiplied in the coef-
ficient multiplication unit 241c, and a coefficient z is mul-
tiplied in the coefficient multiplication unit 241d.
[0176] The ultra-high-definition image data Vb’ (UHD
60Hz Base) with base frame rate is input into the coeffi-
cient multiplication units 241a and 241c configuring the
calculation circuit 241. Further, the image data Vc’ (UHD
HFR Enhanced) as the image data ES2’ in the second
extension format is input into the coefficient multiplication
units 241b and 241d configuring the calculation circuit
241. The outputs of the coefficient multiplication units
241a and 241b are input into and added in the addition
unit 241e. Further, the outputs of the coefficient multipli-
cation units 241c and 241d are input into and added in
the addition unit 241f.
[0177] In this case, image data A of the first picture in
units of the two temporally-consecutive pictures is ob-
tained as output of the addition unit 241e, and image data
B of the second picture in units of the two temporally-
consecutive pictures is obtained as output of the addition
unit 241f. Fig. 28(b) indicates the calculation for the re-
verse mixing processing in the calculation circuit 241 in
a mathematical equation. Further, Fig. 28(c) illustrates a
correspondence between the coefficients u, v, w, and z
and the coefficients p, q, r, and s in a matrix.
[0178] The outputs of the addition units 241e and 241f
in the calculation circuit 241 are input into the fixed ter-
minals on the side a and the side b in the switch circuit
242, respectively. The switch circuit 242 is alternately
switched between the side a and the side b at a cycle of
120 Hz. The ultra-high-definition image data Va’ (120Hz
UHD) with high frame rate, in which the image data A
and B are combined, is obtained in the switch circuit 242.
[0179] Here, the calculation circuit 241 performs an ap-
propriate reverse mixing processing by use of the infor-
mation indicating a mix ratio (the first and second ratios)
or the information regarding p, q, r, and s inserted into
the video scalability SEI (see Fig. 10) or the video scal-
ability information descriptor (see Fig. 12) as described
above.
[0180] The operations of the service receiver 200A il-
lustrated in Fig. 24 will be briefly described. The reception
unit 202 receives the distribution stream STM of MP4
sent on a broadcast wave or an Internet packet from the
service transmission system 100. The distribution stream
STM is supplied to the container decoder 203. The con-
tainer decoder 203 extracts the base video stream STb
and the extended video streams STe1 and STe2 or the
base video stream STb and the extended video stream
STe from MP4.
[0181] The base video stream STb includes the access
units of the image data BS in the base format for obtaining
a high-definition image with base frame rate. Further, the
extended video stream STe1 includes the access units

of the image data ES1 in the first extension format for
obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with base frame
rate. The extended video stream STe2 includes the ac-
cess units of the image data ES2 in the second extension
format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate. Further, the extended video stream STe
includes the access units of the image data ES1 and ES2
in the first and second extension formats.
[0182] Further, the container decoder 203 extracts me-
ta-information from MP4 and sends it to the control unit
201. The meta-information includes the video scalability
information descriptor (see Fig. 12) inserted into the box
"udta" or "lays" provided under the box "moof" in the MP4
stream corresponding to the extended video streams
STe1 and STe2 or the extended video stream STe.
[0183] The control unit 201 recognizes that extension
by the image data ES1 in the first extension format is
spatially scalable, the spatially-scalable ratio, and the like
from the video scalability information descriptor. Further,
the control unit 201 recognizes that extension by the im-
age data ES1 in the second extension format is tempo-
rally scalable, that the image data BS in the base format
is obtained by performing the mixing processing, the mix
ratio (the first and second ratios), and the like from the
video scalability information descriptor.
[0184] The base video stream STb and the extended
video streams STe1 and STe2 or the base video stream
STb and the extended video stream STe extracted in the
container decoder 203 are supplied to the video decoder
204. The video decoder 204 processes the base video
stream STb and the extended video streams STe1 and
STe2 or the base video stream STb and the extended
video stream STe thereby to obtain the ultra-high-defini-
tion (UHD) image data Va’ with high frame rate (HFR).
[0185] Here, the video decoder 204 extracts the pa-
rameter set or SEI inserted into the access units config-
uring each video stream, and sends it to the control unit
201. SEI includes the video scalability SEI (see Fig. 10)
inserted into the access units (AU) of the image data ES1
and ES2 in the first and second extension formats.
[0186] The control unit 201 recognizes that extension
by the image data ES1 in the first extension format is
spatially scalable, the spatially-scalable ratio, and the like
from the video scalability SEI. Further, the control unit
201 recognizes that extension by the image data ES1 in
the second extension format is temporally scalable, that
the image data BS in the base format is obtained by per-
forming the mixing processing, the mix ratio (the first and
second ratios), and the like from the video scalability SEI.
[0187] Fig. 29 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the service receiver 200B capable of processing ultra-
high-definition moving image data with base frame rate.
The parts in Fig. 29 corresponding to those in Fig. 24 are
denoted with the same reference numerals or reference
numerals with "B", and a detailed description thereof will
be omitted as needed. The service receiver 200B in-
cludes the reception unit 201, a container decoder 203B,
and a video decoder 204B.
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[0188] The reception unit 201 receives the distribution
stream STM of MP4 sent on a broadcast wave or an
Internet packet from the service transmission system
100. The distribution stream STM is supplied to the con-
tainer decoder 203B. The container decoder 203B ex-
tracts the base video stream STb and the extended video
streams STe1 or the base video stream STb and the
extended video stream STe from MP4.
[0189] The base video stream STb and the extended
video stream STe1 or the base video stream STb and
the extended video stream STe extracted in the container
decoder 203B are supplied to the video decoder 204B.
The video decoder 204B processes the base video
stream STb and the extended video stream STe1 or the
base video stream STb and the extended video stream
STe thereby to obtain the ultra-high-definition image data
Vb’ with base frame rate.
[0190] Fig. 30 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the service receiver 200C capable of processing high-
definition moving image data with base frame rate. The
parts in Fig. 30 corresponding to those in Fig. 24 are
denoted with the same reference numerals or reference
numerals with "C", and a detailed description thereof will
be omitted as needed. The service receiver 200C in-
cludes the reception unit 201, a container decoder 203C,
and a video decoder 204C.
[0191] The reception unit 201 receives the distribution
stream STM of MP4 sent on a broadcast wave or an
Internet packet from the service transmission system
100. The distribution stream STM is supplied to the con-
tainer decoder 203C. The container decoder 203C ex-
tracts only the base video stream STb from MP4.
[0192] The base video stream STb extracted in the
container decoder 203C is supplied to the video decoder
204C. The video decoder 204C processes only the base
video stream STb thereby to obtain the high-definition
image data Vd’ with base frame rate.
[0193] As described above, the transmission/recep-
tion system 10 illustrated in Fig. 3 transmits the base
video stream including the encoded image data of the
image data in the base format for obtaining a high-defi-
nition image with base frame rate and two or one extend-
ed video stream including the encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format for obtaining an
ultra-high-definition image with base frame rate and the
encoded image data of the image data in the second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition im-
age with high frame rate. Thus, ultra-high-definition im-
age data with high frame rate can be transmitted with
preferable backward compatibility on the reception side.
[0194] For example, a receiver having the decode ca-
pability to process high-definition image data with base
frame rate can process only the base video stream and
can display a high-definition image with base frame rate.
Further, for example, a receiver having the decode ca-
pability to process ultra-high-definition image data with
base frame rate can process both the base video stream
and the extended streams and can display an ultra-high-

definition image with base frame rate. Further, for exam-
ple, a receiver having the decode capability to process
ultra-high-definition image data with high frame rate can
process both the base video stream and the extended
streams and can display an ultra-high-definition image
with high frame rate.
[0195] Further, in the transmission/reception system
10 illustrated in Fig. 3, the image data in the base format
is obtained by performing the downscale processing on
first ultra-high-definition image data with base frame rate
obtained by performing the first-ratio mixing processing
on ultra-high-definition image data with high frame rate
in units of two temporally-consecutive pictures. Thus, a
high-definition image with base frame rate displayed by
processing only the base video stream is restricted in the
strobing effect to be a smooth image.

<2. Variant>

[0196] Additionally, the above embodiment demon-
strates that a container is MP4 (ISOBMFF). However,
the present technology is not limited to MP4 as container,
and is similarly applicable to containers in other formats
such as MPEG-2 TS and MMT.
[0197] For example, in a case of MPEG-2 TS, the con-
tainer encoder 103 in the service transmission system
100 illustrated in Fig. 18 generates a transport stream
including the base video stream STb and the extended
video streams STe1 and STe2 or the base video stream
STb and the extended stream STe.
[0198] At this time, the container encoder 103 inserts
the video scalability information descriptor (see Fig. 12)
into a video elementary stream loop corresponding to the
extended video stream under a program map table
(PMT).
[0199] Fig. 31 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
a transport stream in transmitting three stream configu-
rations. A PES packet "video PES1" of a video stream
identified by PID1, a PES packet "video PES2" of a video
stream identified by PID2, and a PES packet "video
PES3" of a video stream identified by PID3 are present
in the exemplary configuration.
[0200] The payload of the PES packet "video PES1"
includes the access units (encoded image data) of the
base video stream STb. The payload of the PES packet
"video PES2" includes the access units (encoded image
data) of the extended video stream STe1. The payload
of the PES packet "video PES3" includes the access units
(encoded image data) of the extended video stream
STe2. The video scalability SEI (see Fig. 10) is inserted
into the access units (encoded image data) of each pic-
ture contained in the PES packet "video PES2" and the
PES packet "video PES3".
[0201] Further, the transport stream includes the pro-
gram map table (PMT) as program specific information
(PSI). PSI is information describing which program each
elementary stream included in the transport stream be-
longs to.
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[0202] A video elementary stream loop (video ES loop)
corresponding to each video stream is present in PMT.
Information regarding stream type, packet identifier
(PID), and the like is arranged in the video elementary
stream loop (video ES loop) in association with a video
stream, and a descriptor describing information associ-
ated with the video stream is also arranged therein.
[0203] Information regarding stream type, packet iden-
tifier (PID), and the like is arranged in "video ES1 loop"
in association with the base video stream (video PES1),
and a descriptor describing information associated with
the video stream is also arranged therein. The stream
type is assumed at "0 3 24" indicating the base video
stream.
[0204] Further, information regarding stream type,
packet identifier (PID), and the like is arranged in "video
ES2 loop" in association with the extended video stream
(video PES2), and a descriptor describing information
associated with the video stream is also arranged therein.
The stream type is assumed at "0 3 2x" indicating the
extended video stream. Further, the video scalability in-
formation descriptor (see Fig. 12) is inserted as one de-
scriptor.
[0205] Further, information regarding stream type,
packet identifier (PID), and the like is arranged in "video
ES3 loop" in association with the extended video stream
(video PES3), and a descriptor describing information
associated with the video stream is also arranged therein.
The stream type is assumed at "0 3 2x" indicating the
extended video stream. Further, the video scalability in-
formation descriptor (see Fig. 12) is inserted as one de-
scriptor.
[0206] Fig. 32 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
a transport stream in transmitting two stream configura-
tions. The PES packet "video PES1" of the video stream
identified by PID1 and the PES packet "video PES2" of
the video stream identified by PID2 are present in the
exemplary configuration.
[0207] The payload of the PES packet "video PES1"
includes the access units (encoded image data) of the
base video stream STb. The payload of the PES packet
"video PES2" includes the access units (encoded image
data) of the extended video stream STe. The video scal-
ability SEI (see Fig. 10) is inserted into the access units
(encoded image data) of each picture contained in the
PES packet "video PES2".
[0208] Furthermore, the video elementary stream
loops (video ES loop) corresponding to the base video
stream "video PES1" and the extended video stream "vid-
eo PES2" are present under PMT. Information regarding
stream type, packet identifier (PID), and the like is ar-
ranged in a video elementary stream loop (video ES loop)
in association with a video stream, and a descriptor de-
scribing information associated with the video streams
is also arranged.
[0209] Information regarding stream type, packet iden-
tifier (PID), and the like is arranged in "video ES1 loop"
in association with the base video stream (video PES1),

and a descriptor describing information associated with
the video stream is also arranged therein. The stream
type is assumed at "0 3 24" indicating the base video
stream.
[0210] Further, information regarding stream type,
packet identifier (PID), and the like is arranged in "video
ES2 loop" in association with the extended video stream
(video PES2), and a descriptor describing information
associated with the video stream is also arranged therein.
The stream type is assumed at "0 3 2x" indicating the
extended video stream. Further, the video scalability in-
formation descriptor (see Fig. 12) is inserted as one de-
scriptor.
[0211] Further, for example, in a case of MMT, the con-
tainer encoder 103 in the service transmission system
100 illustrated in Fig. 18 generates a MMT stream includ-
ing the base video stream STb and the extended video
streams STe1 and STe2 or the base video stream STb
and the extended stream STe.
[0212] At this time, the container encoder 103 inserts
the video scalability information descriptor (see Fig. 12)
into a video asset loop corresponding to the extended
video stream under a MMT package table (MPT).
[0213] Fig. 33 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
a MMT stream in transmitting three stream configura-
tions. A MPU packet "video MPU1" of a video stream
identified by ID1, a MPU packet "video MPU2" of a video
stream identified by ID2, and a MPU packet "video
MPU3" of a video stream identified by ID3 are present in
the exemplary configuration.
[0214] The payload of the MPU packet "video MPU1"
includes the access units (encoded image data) of the
base video stream STb. The payload of the MPU packet
"video MPU2" includes the access units (encoded image
data) of the extended video stream STe1. The payload
of the MPU packet "video MPU3" includes the access
units (encoded image data) of the extended video stream
STe2. The video scalability SEI (see Fig. 10) is inserted
into the access units (encoded image data) of each pic-
ture contained in the MPU packet "video MPU2" and the
MPU packet "video MPU3".
[0215] Further, a message packet such as packet ac-
cess (PA) message packet is present in the MMT stream.
The PA message packet includes a table such as MPT.
A video asset loop corresponding to each asset (video
stream) is present in MPT. Information regarding asset
type (Asset_type), asset ID (Asset_id), and the like is
arranged in the video asset loop in association with asset
(video stream), and a descriptor describing information
associated with the video stream is also arranged therein.
[0216] Information regarding asset type, asset ID, and
the like is arranged in "video asset1 loop" in association
with the base video stream (video MPU1), and a descrip-
tor describing information associated with the video
stream is also arranged therein. The asset type is as-
sumed at "0 3 24" indicating the base video stream.
[0217] Further, information regarding asset type, asset
ID, and the like is arranged in "video asset2 loop" in as-
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sociation with the extended video stream (video MPU2),
and a descriptor describing information associated with
the video stream is also arranged therein. The asset type
is assumed at "0 3 2x" indicating the extended video
stream. Further, the video scalability information descrip-
tor (see Fig. 12) is inserted as one descriptor.
[0218] Further, information regarding asset type, asset
ID, and the like is arranged in "video asset3 loop" in as-
sociation with the extended video stream (video MPU3),
and a descriptor describing information associated with
the video stream is also arranged therein. The stream
type is assumed at "0 3 2x" indicating the extended video
stream. Further, the video scalability information descrip-
tor (see Fig. 12) is also inserted as one descriptor.
[0219] Fig. 34 illustrates an exemplary configuration of
the MMT stream in transmitting two stream configura-
tions. A MPU packet "video MPU1" of a video stream
identified by ID1 and a MPU packet "video MPU2" of a
video stream identified by PID2 are present in the exem-
plary configuration.
[0220] The payload of the MPU packet "video MPU1"
includes the access units (encoded image data) of the
base video stream STb. The payload of the MPU packet
"video MPU2" includes the access units (encoded image
data) of the extended video stream STe. The video scal-
ability SEI (see Fig. 10) is inserted into the access units
(encoded image data) of each picture contained in the
MPU packet "video PES2".
[0221] Further, video asset loops corresponding to the
base video stream "video MPU1" and the extended video
stream "video MPU2" are present under MPT. Informa-
tion regarding asset type, asset ID, and the like is ar-
ranged in a video asset loop in association with a video
stream, and a descriptor describing information associ-
ated with the video stream is also arranged therein.
[0222] Information regarding stream type, packet iden-
tifier (PID), and the like is arranged in "video asset1 loop"
in association with the base video stream (video MPU1),
and a descriptor describing information associated with
the video stream is also arranged therein. The asset type
is assumed at "0 3 24" indicating the base video stream.
[0223] Further, information regarding asset type, asset
ID, and the like is arranged in "video ES2 loop" in asso-
ciation with the extended video stream (video PES2), and
a descriptor describing information associated with the
video stream is also arranged therein. The asset type is
assumed at "0 3 2x" indicating the extended video
stream. Further, the video scalability information descrip-
tor (see Fig. 12) is inserted as one descriptor.
[0224] Further, the present technology can take the
following configurations.

(1) A transmission device including:

an image processing unit configured to process
ultra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate to obtain image data in a base format for
obtaining a high-definition image with base

frame rate, image data in a first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate, and image data in a second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-def-
inition image with high frame rate;
an image encoding unit configured to generate
a base video stream including encoded image
data of the image data in the base format, and
two extended video streams including encoded
image data of the image data in the first exten-
sion format and encoded image data of the im-
age data in the second extension format, re-
spectively, or one extended video stream includ-
ing both the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format and the encod-
ed image data of the image data in the second
extension format; and
a transmission unit configured to transmit a con-
tainer in a predetermined format including the
base stream and the two or one extended video
stream,
in which the image processing unit performs a
first-ratio mixing processing on the ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate in units
of two temporally-consecutive pictures to obtain
first ultra-high-definition image data with base
frame rate, performs a second-ratio mixing
processing in units of the two temporally-con-
secutive pictures to obtain the image data in the
second extension format, performs a downscale
processing on the first image data to obtain the
image data in the base format, and takes a dif-
ference between second ultra-high-definition
image data with base frame rate obtained by
performing an upscale processing on the image
data in the base format and the first image data
to obtain the image data in the first extension
format.

(2) The transmission device according to (1), further
including:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being spatially
scalable into the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format.
(3) The transmission device according to (2),
in which the information insertion unit further inserts
information indicating a spatially-scalable ratio into
the encoded image data of the image data in the first
extension format.
(4) The transmission device according to any of (1)
to (3), further including:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being temporally
scalable into the encoded image data of the image
data in the second extension format.
(5) The transmission device according to (4),
in which the information insertion unit further inserts
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identification information indicating that the image
data in the base format is obtained by performing
the mixing processing into the encoded image data
of the image data in the second extension format.
(6) The transmission device according to (5),
in which the information insertion unit further inserts
information regarding the first ratio and information
regarding the second ratio into the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension for-
mat.
(7) The transmission device according to any of (1)
to (6), further including:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being spatially
scalable into a layer of the container corresponding
to the encoded image data of the image data in the
first extension format.
(8) The transmission device according to (7),
in which the information insertion unit further inserts
information indicating a spatially-scalable ratio into
the layer of the container corresponding to the en-
coded image data of the image data in the first ex-
tension format.
(9) The transmission device according to any of (1)
to (8), further including:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being temporally
scalable into the layer of the container corresponding
to the encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format.
(10) The transmission device according to (9),
in which the information insertion unit further inserts
identification information indicating that the image
data in the base format is obtained by performing
the mixing processing into the layer of the container
corresponding to the encoded image data of the im-
age data in the second extension format.
(11) The transmission device according to (10),
in which the information insertion unit further inserts
the information regarding the first ratio and the infor-
mation regarding the second ratio into the layer of
the container corresponding to the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension for-
mat.
(12) The transmission device according to any of (1)
to (11), further including:

a transmission unit configured to transmit a me-
ta-file having meta-information for causing a re-
ception device to obtain the base video stream
and the two or one extended video stream,
in which information indicating a correspond-
ence of scalability is inserted into the meta-file.

(13) A transmission method including:

an image processing step of processing ultra-
high-definition image data with high frame rate

to obtain image data in a base format for obtain-
ing a high-definition image with base frame rate,
image data in a first extension format for obtain-
ing an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate, and image data in a second exten-
sion format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition
image with high frame rate;
an image encoding step of generating a base
video stream including encoded image data of
the image data in the base format, and two ex-
tended video streams including encoded image
data of the image data in the first extension for-
mat and encoded image data of the image data
in the second extension format, respectively, or
one extended video stream including both the
encoded image data of the image data in the
first extension format and the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension
format; and
a transmission step of transmitting a container
in a predetermined format including the base
stream and the two or one extended video
stream by a transmission unit,
in which in the image processing step, a first-
ratio mixing processing is performed on the ul-
tra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate in units of two temporally-consecutive pic-
tures to obtain first ultra-high-definition image
data with base frame rate, a second-ratio mixing
processing is performed in units of the two tem-
porally-consecutive pictures to obtain the image
data in the second extension format, a downs-
cale processing is performed on the first image
data to obtain the image data in the base format,
and a difference between second ultra-high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate obtained
by performing an upscale processing on the im-
age data in the base format and the first image
data is taken to obtain the image data in the first
extension format.

(14) A reception device including:

a reception unit configured to receive a container
in a predetermined format including a base video
stream having encoded image data of image da-
ta in a base format for obtaining a high-definition
image with base frame rate, and two extended
video streams having encoded image data of
image data in a first extension format for obtain-
ing an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate and encoded image data of image
data in a second extension format for obtaining
an ultra-high-definition image with high frame
rate, respectively, or one extended video stream
having both the encoded image data of the im-
age data in the first extension format and the
encoded image data of the image data in the
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second extension format,
in which the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing a second-ratio
mixing processing on ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate in units of two tempo-
rally-consecutive pictures,
the image data in the base format is obtained
by performing a downscale processing on first
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing a first-ratio mixing
processing in units of the two temporally-con-
secutive pictures,
the image data in the first extension format is
obtained by taking a difference between second
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing an upscale process-
ing on the image data in the base format and
the first image data, and
the reception device further includes a process-
ing unit configured to process only the base vid-
eo stream to obtain high-definition image data
with base frame rate, or to process both the base
video stream and the extended video streams
to obtain ultra-high-definition image data with
base frame rate or ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate.

(15) The reception device according to (14),
in which information indicating a spatially-scalable
ratio is inserted into the encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format and/or a con-
tainer position corresponding to the encoded image
data, and
the processing unit uses the inserted information in-
dicating a spatially-scalable ratio to obtain the ultra-
high-definition image data with base frame rate.
(16) The reception device according to (14),
in which information indicating a spatially-scalable
ratio is inserted into the encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format and/or a con-
tainer position corresponding to the encoded image
data,
information regarding the first ratio and information
regarding the second ratio are inserted into the en-
coded image data of the image data in the second
extension format and/or a container position corre-
sponding to the encoded image data, and
the processing unit uses the inserted information in-
dicating a spatially-scalable ratio as well as the in-
formation regarding the first ratio and the information
regarding the second ratio to obtain the ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate.
(17) A reception method including:

a reception step of receiving, by a reception unit,
a container in a predetermined format including
a base video stream having encoded image data
of image data in a base format for obtaining a

high-definition image with base frame rate, and
two extended video streams having encoded im-
age data of image data in a first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate and encoded image data of im-
age data in a second extension format for ob-
taining an ultra-high-definition image with high
frame rate, respectively, or one extended video
stream having both the encoded image data of
the image data in the first extension format and
the encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format,
in which the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing a second-ratio
mixing processing on ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate in units of two tempo-
rally-consecutive pictures,
the image data in the base format is obtained
by performing a downscale processing on first
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing a first-ratio mixing
processing in units of the two temporally-con-
secutive pictures,
the image data in the first extension format is
obtained by taking a difference between second
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing an upscale process-
ing on the image data in the base format and
the first image data, and
the reception method further includes a process-
ing step of processing only the base video
stream to obtain high-definition image data with
base frame rate, or processing both the base
video stream and the extended video streams
to obtain ultra-high-definition image data with
base frame rate or ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate.

(18) A transmission device including:

an image processing unit configured to process
ultra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate to obtain image data in a base format for
obtaining a high-definition image with base
frame rate, image data in a first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate, and image data in a second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-def-
inition image with high frame rate;
an image encoding unit configured to generate
a base video stream including encoded image
data of the image data in the base format, and
two extended video streams including encoded
image data of the image data in the first exten-
sion format and encoded image data of the im-
age data in the second extension format, re-
spectively, or one extended video stream includ-
ing both the encoded image data of the image
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data in the first extension format and the encod-
ed image data of the image data in the second
extension format; and
a transmission unit configured to transmit a con-
tainer in a predetermined format including the
base stream and the two or one extended video
stream.

19. A reception device including:

a reception unit configured to receive a container
in a predetermined format including a base video
stream having encoded image data of image da-
ta in a base format for obtaining a high-definition
image with base frame rate, and two extended
video streams having encoded image data of
image data in a first extension format for obtain-
ing an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate and encoded image data of image
data in a second extension format for obtaining
an ultra-high-definition image with high frame
rate, respectively, or one extended video stream
having both the encoded image data of the im-
age data in the first extension format and the
encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format; and
a processing unit configured to process only the
base video stream to obtain high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate, or to process
both the base video stream and the extended
video streams to obtain ultra-high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate or ultra-high-def-
inition image data with high frame rate.

[0225] A main feature of the present technology is that
a base video stream including encoded image data of
image data in a base format for obtaining a high-definition
image with base frame rate and two or one extended
video stream including encoded image data of image da-
ta in a first extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-
definition image with base frame rate and encoded image
data of image data in a second extension format for ob-
taining an ultra-high-definition image with high frame rate
are transmitted thereby to realize ultra-high-definition im-
age data with high frame rate along with preferable back-
ward compatibility on the reception side (see Fig. 5, Fig.
6, and Fig. 14).
[0226] Further, another feature of the present technol-
ogy is that a downscale processing is performed on first
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame rate ob-
tained by performing a mixing processing on ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate in units of two
temporally-consecutive pictures thereby to obtain image
data in a base format, and thus only a base video stream
is processed to obtain a high-definition image with dis-
played base frame rate restricted in the strobing effect
to be a smooth image (see Fig. 20 and Fig. 21).

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0227]

10: Transmission/reception system
30A, 30B: MPEG-DASH-based stream distribution
system
31: DASH stream file server
32: DASH MPD server
33, 33-1 to 33-N: Service receiver
34: CDN
35, 35-1 to 35-M: Service receiver
36: Broadcast sending system
100: Service transmission system
101: Control unit
102: Video encoder
102a, 102b: Signal processing unit
102c: Encoding processing unit
103: Container encoder
104: Transmission unit
111: Delay circuit
112: Calculation circuit
112a, 112b, 112c, 112d: Coefficient multiplication
unit
112e, 112f: Addition unit
113: Latch circuit
121: Downscale circuit
122: Upscale circuit
123: Calculation circuit
200, 200A, 200B, 200C: Service receiver
201: Control unit
202: Reception unit
203, 203B, 203C: Container decoder
204, 204B, 204C: Video decoder
204a, 204b: Signal processing unit
204c: Decoding processing unit
211: Upscale circuit
212: Calculation circuit
241: Calculation circuit
241a, 241b, 241c, 241d: Coefficient multiplication
unit
241e, 241f: Addition unit
242: Switch circuit

Claims

1. A transmission device comprising:

an image processing unit configured to process
ultra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate to obtain image data in a base format for
obtaining a high-definition image with base
frame rate, image data in a first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate, and image data in a second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-def-
inition image with high frame rate;
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an image encoding unit configured to generate
a base video stream including encoded image
data of the image data in the base format, and
two extended video streams including encoded
image data of the image data in the first exten-
sion format and encoded image data of the im-
age data in the second extension format, re-
spectively, or one extended video stream includ-
ing both the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format and the encod-
ed image data of the image data in the second
extension format; and
a transmission unit configured to transmit a con-
tainer in a predetermined format including the
base stream and the two or one extended video
stream,
wherein the image processing unit performs a
first-ratio mixing processing on the ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate in units
of two temporally-consecutive pictures to obtain
first ultra-high-definition image data with base
frame rate, performs a second-ratio mixing
processing in units of the two temporally-con-
secutive pictures to obtain the image data in the
second extension format, performs a downscale
processing on the first image data to obtain the
image data in the base format, and takes a dif-
ference between second ultra-high-definition
image data with base frame rate obtained by
performing an upscale processing on the image
data in the base format and the first image data
to obtain the image data in the first extension
format.

2. The transmission device according to claim 1, further
comprising:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being spatially
scalable into the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format.

3. The transmission device according to claim 2,
wherein the information insertion unit further inserts
information indicating a spatially-scalable ratio into
the encoded image data of the image data in the first
extension format.

4. The transmission device according to claim 1, further
comprising:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being temporally
scalable into the encoded image data of the image
data in the second extension format.

5. The transmission device according to claim 4,
wherein the information insertion unit further inserts
identification information indicating that the image
data in the base format is obtained by performing

the mixing processing into the encoded image data
of the image data in the second extension format.

6. The transmission device according to claim 5,
wherein the information insertion unit further inserts
information regarding the first ratio and information
regarding the second ratio into the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension for-
mat.

7. The transmission device according to claim 1, further
comprising:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being spatially
scalable into a layer of the container corresponding
to the encoded image data of the image data in the
first extension format.

8. The transmission device according to claim 7,
wherein the information insertion unit further inserts
information indicating a spatially-scalable ratio into
the layer of the container corresponding to the en-
coded image data of the image data in the first ex-
tension format.

9. The transmission device according to claim 1, further
comprising:
an information insertion unit configured to insert
identification information indicating being temporally
scalable into the layer of the container corresponding
to the encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format.

10. The transmission device according to claim 9,
wherein the information insertion unit further inserts
identification information indicating that the image
data in the base format is obtained by performing
the mixing processing into the layer of the container
corresponding to the encoded image data of the im-
age data in the second extension format.

11. The transmission device according to claim 10,
wherein the information insertion unit further inserts
the information regarding the first ratio and the infor-
mation regarding the second ratio into the layer of
the container corresponding to the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension for-
mat.

12. The transmission device according to claim 1, further
comprising:

a transmission unit configured to transmit a me-
ta-file having meta-information for causing a re-
ception device to obtain the base video stream
and the two or one extended video stream,
wherein information indicating a correspond-
ence of scalability is inserted into the meta-file.
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13. A transmission method comprising:

an image processing step of processing ultra-
high-definition image data with high frame rate
to obtain image data in a base format for obtain-
ing a high-definition image with base frame rate,
image data in a first extension format for obtain-
ing an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate, and image data in a second exten-
sion format for obtaining an ultra-high-definition
image with high frame rate;
an image encoding step of generating a base
video stream including encoded image data of
the image data in the base format, and two ex-
tended video streams including encoded image
data of the image data in the first extension for-
mat and encoded image data of the image data
in the second extension format, respectively, or
one extended video stream including both the
encoded image data of the image data in the
first extension format and the encoded image
data of the image data in the second extension
format; and
a transmission step of transmitting a container
in a predetermined format including the base
stream and the two or one extended video
stream by a transmission unit,
wherein in the image processing step, a first-
ratio mixing processing is performed on the ul-
tra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate in units of two temporally-consecutive pic-
tures to obtain first ultra-high-definition image
data with base frame rate, a second-ratio mixing
processing is performed in units of the two tem-
porally-consecutive pictures to obtain the image
data in the second extension format, a downs-
cale processing is performed on the first image
data to obtain the image data in the base format,
and a difference between second ultra-high-def-
inition image data with base frame rate obtained
by performing an upscale processing on the im-
age data in the base format and the first image
data is taken to obtain the image data in the first
extension format.

14. A reception device comprising:

a reception unit configured to receive a container
in a predetermined format including a base video
stream having encoded image data of image da-
ta in a base format for obtaining a high-definition
image with base frame rate, and two extended
video streams having encoded image data of
image data in a first extension format for obtain-
ing an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate and encoded image data of image
data in a second extension format for obtaining
an ultra-high-definition image with high frame

rate, respectively, or one extended video stream
having both the encoded image data of the im-
age data in the first extension format and the
encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format,
wherein the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing a second-ratio
mixing processing on ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate in units of two tempo-
rally-consecutive pictures,
the image data in the base format is obtained
by performing a downscale processing on first
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing a first-ratio mixing
processing in units of the two temporally-con-
secutive pictures,
the image data in the first extension format is
obtained by taking a difference between second
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing an upscale process-
ing on the image data in the base format and
the first image data, and
the reception device further comprises a
processing unit configured to process only the
base video stream to obtain high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate, or to process
both the base video stream and the extended
video streams to obtain ultra-high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate or ultra-high-def-
inition image data with high frame rate.

15. The reception device according to claim 14,
wherein information indicating a spatially-scalable
ratio is inserted into the encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format and/or a con-
tainer position corresponding to the encoded image
data, and
the processing unit uses the inserted information in-
dicating a spatially-scalable ratio to obtain the ultra-
high-definition image data with base frame rate.

16. The reception device according to claim 14,
wherein information indicating a spatially-scalable
ratio is inserted into the encoded image data of the
image data in the first extension format and/or a con-
tainer position corresponding to the encoded image
data,
information regarding the first ratio and information
regarding the second ratio are inserted into the en-
coded image data of the image data in the second
extension format and/or a container position corre-
sponding to the encoded image data, and
the processing unit uses the inserted information in-
dicating a spatially-scalable ratio as well as the in-
formation regarding the first ratio and the information
regarding the second ratio to obtain the ultra-high-
definition image data with high frame rate.
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17. A reception method comprising:

a reception step of receiving, by a reception unit,
a container in a predetermined format including
a base video stream having encoded image data
of image data in a base format for obtaining a
high-definition image with base frame rate, and
two extended video streams having encoded im-
age data of image data in a first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate and encoded image data of im-
age data in a second extension format for ob-
taining an ultra-high-definition image with high
frame rate, respectively, or one extended video
stream having both the encoded image data of
the image data in the first extension format and
the encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format,
wherein the image data in the second extension
format is obtained by performing a second-ratio
mixing processing on ultra-high-definition image
data with high frame rate in units of two tempo-
rally-consecutive pictures,
the image data in the base format is obtained
by performing a downscale processing on first
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing a first-ratio mixing
processing in units of the two temporally-con-
secutive pictures,
the image data in the first extension format is
obtained by taking a difference between second
ultra-high-definition image data with base frame
rate obtained by performing an upscale process-
ing on the image data in the base format and
the first image data, and
the reception method further comprises a
processing step of processing only the base vid-
eo stream to obtain high-definition image data
with base frame rate, or processing both the
base video stream and the extended video
streams to obtain ultra-high-definition image da-
ta with base frame rate or ultra-high-definition
image data with high frame rate.

18. A transmission device comprising:

an image processing unit configured to process
ultra-high-definition image data with high frame
rate to obtain image data in a base format for
obtaining a high-definition image with base
frame rate, image data in a first extension format
for obtaining an ultra-high-definition image with
base frame rate, and image data in a second
extension format for obtaining an ultra-high-def-
inition image with high frame rate;
an image encoding unit configured to generate
a base video stream including encoded image
data of the image data in the base format, and

two extended video streams including encoded
image data of the image data in the first exten-
sion format and encoded image data of the im-
age data in the second extension format, re-
spectively, or one extended video stream includ-
ing both the encoded image data of the image
data in the first extension format and the encod-
ed image data of the image data in the second
extension format; and
a transmission unit configured to transmit a con-
tainer in a predetermined format including the
base stream and the two or one extended video
stream.

19. A reception device comprising:

a reception unit configured to receive a container
in a predetermined format including a base video
stream having encoded image data of image da-
ta in a base format for obtaining a high-definition
image with base frame rate, and two extended
video streams having encoded image data of
image data in a first extension format for obtain-
ing an ultra-high-definition image with base
frame rate and encoded image data of image
data in a second extension format for obtaining
an ultra-high-definition image with high frame
rate, respectively, or one extended video stream
having both the encoded image data of the im-
age data in the first extension format and the
encoded image data of the image data in the
second extension format; and
a processing unit configured to process only the
base video stream to obtain high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate, or to process
both the base video stream and the extended
video streams to obtain ultra-high-definition im-
age data with base frame rate or ultra-high-def-
inition image data with high frame rate.
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